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Abstract
In this research, three commercial dual phase steel sheets, i.e. DP500, DP780 and
DP980, were formed under quasi-static and high strain rate conditions using the
Nakazima test and Electrohydraulic Forming (EHF), respectively. In EHF, as a result of a
high-voltage electrical discharge between two electrodes in a water chamber, a shock
wave was produced which travelled through the water and formed the sheet into the
final shape. When a 34° conical die was used in EHF, significant formability
improvement, known as hyperplasticity, was achieved in the specimens compared to the
specimens formed in the Nakazima test. In this research, hyperplasticity as well as
failure in the specimens were characterized at different scales of observation.
Quantitative metallography showed relative deformation improvement of around 20%
in ferrite and 100% in martensite when formed under EHF. Dislocations in ferrite and
deformation twinning in martensite were found to be responsible for the significant
improvements of deformation in the constituents under EHF. As a mechanism of failure,
voids were found to nucleate in the ferrite/martensite interface due to decohesion.
However, under EHF, the significant deformation improvement of martensite enhanced
the plastic compatibility between ferrite and martensite. Consequently, the strain
gradient across the ferrite/martensite interface, i.e. decohesion, was reduced and
nucleation and growth of the interfacial voids was suppressed. Furthermore,
quantitative analysis of the voids showed that void growth in the specimens formed
under EHF was slower than in the specimens formed in the Nakazima test. The reason
was attributed to impact of the sheet against the die that generates significant
compressive and shear stresses which act against void growth. Therefore, under EHF,
coalescence of the voids to form micro-cracks was postponed to higher levels of strains
which resulted in suppression of failure. Fractography of the specimens showed ductile
fracture as the dominant type of fracture under both quasi-static and high strain rate
forming conditions. In addition, limited quasi-cleavage fracture was observed in DP780
and DP980 specimens. Shear fracture was also observed in the specimens formed under
EHF.
vi
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CHAPTER 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivations for Dual Phase Steels
Dual phase steels were introduced during the 1960s [1]; however, there was no
notable industrial application for them until the 1970s. During the 1970s, the oil crisis
encouraged researchers to do comprehensive research on reducing the weight of
vehicles in order to decrease fuel consumption. Since a significant portion of the total
weight of a vehicle is made of steel, an effective way to reduce the weight of the body
was to use thinner steel sheets without compromising strength and crashworthiness.
Reducing the gauge of sheet metal components and simultaneously preserving the
safety of vehicles demanded a grade of steel with greater combination of strength and
formability. These criteria made dual phase steels an ideal substitute for conventional
steels due to their superior combination of strength and ductility compared to the
precipitation hardened and solid solution hardened steels [2].
The advantages of dual phase steels can be seen in Figure 1-1 which shows the
relationship between yield and ultimate tensile strength and elongation for different
steels. As can be seen, dual phase steels and transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP)
steels show a wide range of strength and ductility. During a car crash, the maximum
allowable deformation is considered to be 10% strain [3]. Hence, the energy absorption
of the automotive body at 10% strain is an important parameter. Figure 1-2 shows that,
compared to the TRIP steels with the same strength, dual phase steels have greater
energy absorption at 10% strain. This means that the application of dual phase steels
can enhance the safety of the cars in case of accidents. The significant implementation
1
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of dual phase steels in autobody structures is reported by UltraLight Steel Auto Body
(ULSAB-a consortium of steel producers and cars manufactures from around the world)
for 2009 and can be seen in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-1 Relationship between total elongation of steels and (a) yield strength and (b) ultimate
tensile strength. HSS: high strength steel; AHSS: advanced high strength steel; IF: interstitial free;
BH: bake hardened; HSLA: high strength low alloy; TRIP: transformation-induced plasticity; DP:
dual phase; MS: martensitic steel. [4]

Figure 1-2 Energy absorption of dual phase and TRIP steels below 10% strain as a function
of strain rate [3]
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Figure 1-3 ULSAB-AVC: application of different steels in autobody structure [5]

Several studies were carried out during the 1970s and 1980s on the processing,
microstructure-properties relationship, and specially the deformation of dual phase
steels. Davies et al. [6-9], Speich et al. [10-13], Balliger et al. [14, 15], Cai et al. [16, 17],
Marder et al. [18-20], Geol et al. [21] Kim et al. [22], Lanzillotto et al. [23], and Ramos et
al. [24] made great contributions toward the development of dual phase steels. In
regards to the metal forming industry, in addition to a superior combination of strength
and ductility, dual phase steel sheets attracted more attention due to their specific
characteristics such as continuous yielding [25, 26], low yield to tensile strength ratio
accompanied with a high initial work hardening rate [9, 27], and remarkably high
uniform tensile elongation.

1.2 High Strain Rate Forming of Dual Phase Steels
Nowadays, there is a global endeavor to mass-produce vehicles with lower fuel
consumption in the most economical manner. This objective cannot be achieved using
conventional metal forming technologies. This issue motivates the automotive industry
to develop new metal forming technologies, not only to reduce the costs and increase
manufacturing productivity but also to be able to form thinner sheets to reduce the
weight of vehicles. One approach is to industrialize high energy rate forming (HERF)
technologies such as explosive forming, electromagnetic forming, and electrohydraulic
forming that can provide high strain rate forming conditions. As it will be discussed in
Section 2.3, under certain high strain rate forming conditions, significant formability
improvements can be achieved with dual phase steel sheets. Therefore, application of
3
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dual phase steels and the development of suitable HREF technologies for industrial
applications, can lead to rapid manufacturing of safe vehicles with lighter weight and
reasonable price. As presented in Table 1-1, there have been many investigations
conducted since 2000 on the characterization of dual phase steels under high strain rate
forming. Most of these research efforts were carried out in the strain rate range of 102103 s-1 using Split Hopkinson Bar and high speed tensile test equipment under controlled
states of stress. A limited number of reports studied microstructural aspects of high
strain rate deformation of dual phase steels under torsion [28-31] and compression [32].
Table 1-1 Significant research conducted on high strain rate forming of dual phase steels since 2000

Reference

Materials

Forming Condition

Strain Rate Range

2000 [33]

Dual Phase Steels

High Speed Tensile Test

1300 s-1

2000 [34]

DP600, DP800, and
DP1000 Steels

High Speed Tensile Test

200 s-1

2000, 2004,
2005 [28-30]

Dual Phase Steels

Dynamic Torsion

1750 s-1

2005 [35, 36]

Dual Phase Steels

10-3-103 s-1
100 s-1

2007 [32]

Dual Phase Steels

High Speed Tensile Test
Servo-hydraulic High Rate
Impact
Split Hopkinson Pressure
Bar

2008 [37]

DP600 and DP800 Steels

High Speed Tensile Test

200 s-1

2008 [31]

Dual Phase Steels with
Bainite and Martensite

Split Hopkinson Bar in
Shear Mode

2000 s-1

2008 [38]

Dual Phase Steels

Split Hopkinson
Tension Bar

150-600 s-1

Servo-hydraulic Testing
Machine

100 s-1

2500-5100 s-1

2009 [39]

DP600 Steel

High Speed Tensile Test

500, 1100 and
1600 s-1

2011 [40]

DP590 Steel

High Speed Tensile Test

100 s-1

2013 [41]

DP600, DP800, DP1000
Steels

Split Hopkinson
Tensile Bar

Up to 1250 s-1
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1.3 Objective of the Research
In this research, both quasi-static and high strain rate forming conditions were
applied to form dual phase steel sheets using the Nakazima test [42] and
electrohydraulic forming (EHF) [43], respectively. Compared to high speed tensile tests
and general Split Hopkinson Bar tests, the challenge with electrohydraulic forming is
attributed to the complex state of stress at higher strain rates that can reach the order
of 104 s-1. This makes electrohydraulic forming of dual phase steels an interesting
research area in terms of multi-scale characterization of deformation and failure in
different grades of dual phase steels.
During some preliminary investigations, a significant formability improvement, i.e.
hyperplasticity, was observed in dual phase steel specimens formed under EHF using a
conical die compared to the specimens formed under quasi-static forming conditions
using the Nakazima test. Hence, dual phase steel sheets exhibited a notably different
behaviour under the different forming conditions.
The goal of this research is to characterize the behaviour of DP500, DP780, and
DP980 steel sheets under EHF in terms of mechanisms of deformation and failure. The
main guidelines of the research can be summarized as follows:
1- Quantitative analysis of macro and micro-scale deformation in the specimens.
2- Investigation on the deformation mechanisms in ferrite and martensite phases.
3- Study of plastic compatibility between ferrite and martensite.
4- Characterization of work hardening in the specimens.
5- Observation of void nucleation and growth, and formation of micro-cracks.
6- Quantitative analysis of the voids.
7- Fractography of the specimens.
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1.4 The Structure of Dissertation
A brief description of the contents of each chapter is presented in the following:
Chapter 2: presents a literature review on the processing, mechanical metallurgy, and
mechanisms of failure of dual phase steels. Also, high energy rate forming technologies
as well as hyperplasticity of materials under high strain rate forming are described in this
chapter.
Chapter 3: describes the experimental procedures that were carried out during the
research.
Chapter 4: presents tensile properties, chemical composition, and microstructure
characteristics of the commercial dual phase steels investigated in this research.
Chapter 5: exhibits the results of preliminary macro-scale investigations on the formed
specimens. General appearance of the specimens, different types of failure, and
distribution of effective strain across the specimens are presented in this chapter.
Chapter 6: describes and discusses the macro, micro, and nano-scale investigations on
occurrence and mechanisms of hyperplasticity in dual phase steel sheets formed under
EHF.
Chapter 7: describes and discusses the mechanisms of failure and fracture in the
specimens formed under Nakazima test and EHF.
Chapter 8: presents a summary and conclusions of this research. Also, some
recommendations for future research are suggested in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
2 Literature Survey
2.1 Dual Phase Steels
2.1.1 Processing of Dual Phase Steels
During the 1970s, it was found that ferrite-martensite steels with enhanced
combination of strength and ductility could be produced by intercritical annealing of
carbon steel followed by rapid cooling down to room temperature. These steels were
called dual phase steels. Nowadays, dual phase steels are mostly used in the form of
sheets in the automotive industry. Processing of dual phase steel sheets is a
combination of rolling and heat treatment. As described in the following, there are two
common methods for processing dual phase steels which result in different
microstructures and properties.

Sequential quenching First of all, the initial steel is hot rolled to reach the desired
thickness. During hot rolling, the microstructure of the steel contains ferrite and
pearlite. After hot rolling, the steel is heated in the austenite region of the Fe-Fe3C
phase diagram which is shown in Figure 2-1. Then, the temperature of the steel is
reduced to the intercritical temperature in the α+γ region. During the holding time,
ferrite nucleates at the austenite grain boundaries and grows into the austenite grains.
To obtain a homogeneous microstructure, the temperature of the steel must become
uniform during the holding time otherwise the centre of the sheet may remain
austenitic while the edge is in α+γ region. After a sufficient holding time, quenching of
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the steel transforms the austenite to martensite and a dual phase sheet is produced [44,
45].

Figure 2-1 Schematic presentation of the steel microstructure in hypoeutectic region of Fe-Fe3C
phase diagram [46]

Intercritical annealing The intercritical annealing method is usually associated with
galvanizing [47]. In this method, the steel sheet with the ferrite-pearlite microstructure
is cold rolled to the desired thickness. Since the dimensional accuracy after cold rolling is
better than after hot rolling, industrial dual phase steel sheets are processed using
intercritical annealing in the α+γ phase region. Under equilibrium conditions, heat
8
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treatment of dual phase steel under intercritical annealing method contains four stages
[48-51]: first, dissolution of pearlite at the ferrite/carbide interfaces to form austenite
with eutectoid composition; second, growth of austenite along grain boundaries into the
ferrite up to the equilibrium composition at the annealing temperature; and third,
homogenization of alloying elements by diffusion through the austenite grains; and
finally, martensite is produced by quenching the sheet from the intercritical
temperature to room temperature. However, due to economic realities, equilibrium
phase transformation is not generally attained in industrial conditions. Hence, other
phases or structures such as bainite may exist in the microstructure.
In both methods, the fraction of austenite that transforms to martensite depends on
the cooling rate, the chemical composition of the austenite, and the size and dispersion
of austenite particles [52]. Figure 2-2 shows the microstructures of dual phase steels
produced by intercritical annealing and sequential quenching. Large martensite islands
at the grain boundaries of coarse ferrite grains is produced in the sequential quenching
technique while finer martensite islands and ferrite grains are obtained with the
intercritical annealing method [48].

Figure 2-2 Microstructure of dual phase steel produced by (a) intercritical annealing and (b)
sequential quenching methods [48].
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2.1.2 Alloying Elements in Dual Phase Steels
Manganese, silicon, chromium, and molybdenum are the typical alloying elements in
dual phase steels. These elements generally make solid solutions to increase the
strength of the steel. Manganese is a cost-effective element for enhancing hardenability
[53]. It also reduces the carbon activity in the austenite and allows martensite to be
formed at slower cooling rates [54]. The diffusivity of manganese in austenite is slower
than in ferrite. Due to economic constraints, the holding time during intercritical
annealing cannot be extended sufficiently to reach a complete homogenization of the
alloying elements in the microstructure. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2-3 there is a
manganese enrichment in the vicinity of austenite grain boundaries that enhances the
local hardenability. Considering this effect, if the cooling rate is not sufficiently high, the
edges of the austenite grains may transform to martensite while the core of the grain
transforms to ferrite/carbide [49].

Figure 2-3 Manganese enrichment in a martensite particle after austenite to martensite
transformation [49]
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Silicon affects the chemical composition of the austenite during intercritical
annealing. Silicon accelerates the migration of carbon atoms from the ferrite into the
austenite [55]. It also suppresses the formation of cementite during cooling from the
intercritical temperature. Hence, it prevents the formation of pearlite structure [53, 56].
Molybdenum and chromium suppress pearlite formation and reduce the critical cooling
rate of austenite to martensite transformation [45, 57]; however, these elements
increase the required holding time during intercritical annealing to dissolve the iron
carbide [58].
Vanadium and titanium may be added to dual phase steel to form carbide and nitride
precipitates [59, 60]. These precipitates increase the strength of the steel by causing
precipitation hardening within ferrite grains and also enhance the hardenability of the
steel. However, niobium forms precipitates and refines ferrite grains [61]. During
quenching, these precipitates confine the movement of ferrite/austenite interface which
enhances the martensite formation [57].
During quenching of the steel from intercritical temperature, each alloying element
has an effect on the martensite start temperature according to [62]:
MS (°C)  539  423(C)  30.4(Mn)  12.1(Cr)  17.7(Ni)  7.5(Mo)

(2-1)

2.1.3 Microstructure Banding in Dual Phase Steels
Alloying elements causes dendritic solidification that happens within a range of
temperatures and chemical compositions. In this type of solidification, relatively pure
metal solidifies in the dendrite cores and the alloying elements are rejected to the
interdendritic space leading to elemental segregation. In low alloy steels, microstructure
banding occurs as a reason of segregation of alloying elements during dendritic
solidification [63].
During the solidification of dual phase steels, the rejection of substitutional alloying
elements into the interdendritic spaces makes these regions enriched in solute. The
11
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cores and the interdendritic spaces which include low and high alloying elements,
respectively, are elongated into parallel bands under compressive stresses such as a
rolling operation. Microstructure banding in a dual phase steel is shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Microstructure banding in dual phase steel (015C–2.0Mn–0.2Si); austenitizing at 875 °C
for 1 h, furnace cooling to 720 °C (3 K min-1), water quenching [30]

Redistribution of the alloying elements can be described by the equilibrium partition
ratio, k, as follows:

k

CS
CL

(2-2)

where CS and CL are the solute concentration of the solid and liquid, respectively. The
values of k for the common alloying elements of dual phase steel are presented in
Table 2-1. Since, the tendency of segregation is greater in alloying elements with smaller
k, phosphorus has the strongest tendency for segregation; however, the type of alloying
element is also an effective factor (see Table 2-1). The main alloying element in dual
phase steels is manganese, which is known as the most influential element in
development of banding in dual phase steels [64]. For instance, during solidification of a
steel with 1.0 wt% of manganese, the chemical composition of manganese in
microstructure varies from 0.7 wt% in the beginning to 1.6 wt% at the end of
solidification [65]. Hence, homogenization is an essential part of the heat treatment of
dual phase steels.
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Table 2-1 Equilibrium partition ratios for some of the alloying elements in steel [66]

Microstructure banding does not generally occur in dual phase steels during hot
rolling [67]. Elimination of banding is achievable by high temperature homogenization
before intercritical annealing to redistribute alloying elements. in addition to the
concentration gradients of alloying element, austenite grain size, austenitizing
temperature, and cooling rate affect the microstructure banding [64].
2.1.4 Strengthening Mechanisms of Ferrite in Dual Phase Steels
Ferrite is an equilibrium phase in the Fe-Fe3C phase diagram at room temperature. It
is generally a ductile phase which increases the elongation of the steels. Ferrite has a
body-centred-cubic crystal structure where carbon atoms are interstitial solid solution in
the octahedral position. The flow stress of the ferrite is generally controlled by chemical
composition and grain size [61, 68, 69], and is also influenced by dislocations [70, 71], as
described in the following:

Chemical composition Interstitial and substitutional alloying elements in dual phase
steels, e.g. carbon, manganese, silicon, chromium, and molybdenum, can increase the
shear stress required for the movement of dislocations. Hence, the interaction between
the alloying elements and dislocations can increase the flow stress of the material which
is known as solid solution strengthening. Solid solution strengthening depends on the
solute concentration [61]:
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σ SSS  kc n

(2-3)

where c is the solute concentration, k is a constant, and 0.5<n<0.67.
In addition to solid solution elements, the strength of ferrite can be enhanced by
precipitates such as vanadium and titanium [55].

Grain Size Grain size is the other parameter that influences the plastic behaviour of
the ferrite. The relationship between the yield strength and grain size was first
developed by Hall [72] based on experimental work and later by Petch [73] by means of
experiments and theory. The effect of grain size on the flow stress of the polycrystalline
materials is described by Hall-Petch equation [70]:

σ y  σ f  k y d 0.5

(2-4)

where σy is the yield strength of the polycrystalline material, d is the grain size, σf is the
friction stress opposing the movement of dislocations and, ky is a constant. This relation
has been found to be effective for grain sizes between 0.3 to 400 μm in ferritic steels
[61].
Chang and Preban [74] studied the effect of ferrite grain size on the yield strength of
dual phase steels. They produced different dual phase steels with carbon contents of
0.034, 0.07, 0.17 and 0.23 wt%, martensite contents of 3.3-47 vol%, and ferrite grain
sizes from 6.7 to 59 μm. According to their report, the Hall-Petch equation was valid for
these dual phase steels. They also indicated that ky increased with the volume fraction
of martensite in dual phase steels.
As can be seen in Figure 2-5, Jiang et al. [75] showed that at small strains, a reduction
of the ferrite grain size results in an enhancement of the work hardening rate while at
higher strain levels the influence almost disappears.
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Figure 2-5 Variation of strain hardening rate as a function of ferrite grain size in dual phase steels
with different martensite contents (a) A1-A6: fm≈0.25, (b) B1-B6: fm≈0.35, and (c) C1-C6: fm≈0.45 [75]
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Dislocations The flow stress also depends on the dislocation density [70]:
σ DSL  αGbMρ0.5

(2-5)

where α is a constant, G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, and M is the
Taylor factor. Ferrite plasticity in dual phase steels is affected by the accumulation of
dislocations behind the martensite islands during the austenite to martensite
transformation. Figure 2-6 shows how the dislocation configuration evolves as a function
of strain in ferrite grains in a dual phase steel. It can be seen that, in the beginning of the
deformation, as the dislocation density increases it results in dislocation tangles;
however, at greater strains, higher dislocation density results in a cell structure which
significantly increases the ferrite flow stress.

Figure 2-6 Dislocation substructure in ferrite grains of a C-Mn-Si dual phase steel formed under
quasi-static uniaxial tensile test. Dislocation tangles at (a) ε=0.01 and (b) ε=0.02, and dislocation
cells at (c) ε=0.07 and (d) ε=0.14. [76]
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2.1.5 Martensite in Dual Phase Steels
Martensite is a metastable phase in steels which is known as a supersaturated solid
solution of carbon in ferrite that is obtainable by rapid cooling of the austenite from high
temperatures [57]. As can be seen in Figure 2-7-a, the lattice dimensions of martensite
are a function of the martensite carbon content. The values of c and a are identical for
carbon contents below 0.59 wt% and equal to the lattice parameter of pure iron. So,
based on the carbon content, martensite can have a body-centred-cubic or bodycentred-tetragonal crystal structure. This issue was first reported by Fink and Campbell
[77] in 1926. Figure 2-7-b presents the tetragonality (c/a) of martensite which was
experimentally determined by different researchers.

Figure 2-7 (a) Lattice parameters of martensite versus carbon content of martensite in Fe-C steels
[78], and (b) tetragonality of martensite as a function of carbon content [79]

The mechanical strength of martensite primarily depends on the carbon content [59,
61, 68]. Figure 2-8 shows the significant dependence of the hardness of martensitic
microstructure on the carbon content of the steel. Besides, the mechanical properties of
martensite are also influenced by its structure such as lath and plate structures [59]. As
it is shown in Figure 2-9, the type of the martensite structure depends on the carbon
content of the steel. Figure 2-10 shows the effect of martensite carbon content on the
yield strength of martensite. The two lines indicate the upper and lower values of yield
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strength. Solid solution hardening can enhance the strength of martensite as a
secondary strengthening mechanism after the effect of carbon content [61].

Figure 2-8 Hardness of martensitic steel as a function of carbon content [80]
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Figure 2-9 Effect of carbon content on Ms temperature in steels [81]

Figure 2-10 Upper and lower yield strength of martensite as a function of carbon content [59]
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The mechanical properties of dual phase steels primarily depend on the martensite
volume fraction [6, 28, 30, 82-87] and morphology [28, 29, 82, 83, 85-93]. There is a
general agreement that finely dispersed martensite islands result in a superior
combination of strength and ductility. Also, increasing the volume fraction of martensite
was found to increase the yield and ultimate strengths of dual phase steel. However,
when the martensite content increases, the yield strength first decreases due to a
gradual removal of the yield point elongation at low martensite contents; then it starts
to increase [53]. Bag et al. [82] and Byun et al. [83] indicated that the increase in
strength in dual phase steels occurs up to a certain martensite content, after which a
reduction in strength is observed. Bag et al. [82] reported that 55 vol% of martensite
results in the highest strength.
The major strengthening mechanism in dual phase steel is associated with the
martensite phase. Martensite islands can affect the strength of dual phase steels in
three ways:


Martensite is a very hard phase that can carry the external loads which are

transferred from the ferritic matrix.


Martensite can introduce “geometrically necessary dislocations” [94-96] to

enhance the deformation behaviour of the two-phase material. When the deformation
behaviour of the constituent phases is notably different, geometrically necessary
dislocations can accommodate the strain gradient and make the deformation of the
constituent phases somewhat more compatible.


During the austenite to martensite transformation, mobile dislocations are

introduced into the ferrite due to the plastic strains that are generated by volumetric
expansion of the martensite [97-100]. The density of the dislocations generated in the
ferrite increases with the martensite volume fraction, so the strengthening effect of
martensite on ferrite is more pronounced at higher martensite contents.
During plastic deformation of dual phase steels, martensite was generally found to
exhibit elastic deformation unless the strain reaches high levels [14, 101-105]. However,
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martensite plasticity was reported in some cases. Jiang et al. [75] reported martensite
plasticity by analyzing work hardening curves of a dual phase steel with 0.12 wt% of
carbon. Also, Shen et al. [106] determined martensite plasticity in dual phase steels with
0.09, 0.23, and 0.29 wt% of carbon using in-situ scanning electron microscope images.
Su et al. [107] used micro-grids to study the martensite plasticity in the steels containing
0.12 wt% of carbon. They reported plastic deformation of martensite in dual phase
steels that contained 50-80 vol% of martensite. Mazinani et al. [108] indicated that the
martensite plasticity occurred when its strength was reduced by lowering its carbon
content or by tempering. They also reported martensite plasticity when the morphology
of martensite changed from equiaxed to banded.
2.1.6 Yield Behaviour of Dual Phase Steels
Plastic deformation in dual phase steels starts in the ferrite. Hence, the yielding
behaviour of dual phase steels is controlled by the ferrite properties [26, 99, 109, 110].
Generally, low carbon steels exhibit a yield point phenomenon due to the effect of
interstitial carbon atoms that act against the motion of dislocations [111]. When an
external stress is applied, it must exceed a critical value to unlock the dislocations. The
required stress to move the dislocations in the grain is less than the necessary stress to
unlock them, and this causes a sharp drop at the yield point. Hence, the upper and lower
yield points are seen in the tensile stress-strain curve.
This phenomenon is not observed in dual phase steels. The stress-strain curves of
dual phase steels exhibit continuous yielding behaviour. The continues yielding of the
ferrite-martensite dual phase has been related to the following:


Before plastic deformation starts, mobile dislocations are present in the ferrite in

the vicinity of martensite islands. These dislocations were generated due to the
volumetric expansion of the martensite during the austenite to martensite
transformation [97-100]. Figure 2-11 shows mobile dislocations at the ferrite/martensite
interface region and the continuous yielding behaviour of dual phase steels with
different martensite contents.
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The plastic incompatibility between the ferrite and martensite phases leads to

micro-yielding of the ferrite in the vicinity of martensite under internal stresses. The
micro-yielding occurs due to the movement of mobile dislocations under lower stresses
compared to the yield stress of the bulk ferrite [109, 112]. This happens due to the great
back stresses by martensite islands on the glide bands within the ferrite grain.

Figure 2-11 Mobile dislocations in the vicinity of ferrite/martensite interface causes continuous
yielding behaviour of dual phase steels [99]

2.1.7 Work Hardening in Dual Phase Steels
As can be seen in Figure 2-12, work hardening in ferrite-martensite steels significantly
depends on the volume fraction of martensite. It is reported [14, 113] that the work
hardening rate is greater in dual phase steels with finer martensite islands. Also,
Sarosiek [26] indicated that the work hardening in dual phase steels with continuous
martensite bands is similar to the work hardneing in dual phase steels with
homogenized noncontinuous martensite islands.
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Figure 2-12 True stress-strain curve of a ferrite-martensite steel with 1.5 wt% Mn and different
carbon contents annealed at 760 °C [10]

Crussard [114] and Jaoul [115] developed a method, which is known as CJ analysis, to
analyze work hardening during plastic deformation. In this method, the logarithm of the
strain hardening rate is plotted as a function of the logarithm of true plastic strain. The
slope of the curve describes the work hardening behaviour. Based on CJ analysis,
Figure 2-13 shows that dual phase steels exhibit three distinctive stages of work
hardening [116-118] as follows:
Stage one: Homogeneous deformation of the ferrite occurs in the vicinity of
martensite. This results in high initial work hardening rate as presented in Figure 2-13.
The initial work hardening rate increases with martensite volume fraction as shown in
Figure 2-12 [10, 24].
Stage two: Smaller work hardening occurs by the limited deformation of the ferrite in
the presence of rigid martensite.
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Stage three: At higher strains, dislocation density increases and cell structures are
formed. Further ferrite deformation happens due to dynamic recovery processes like
cross slip. Some martensite plasticity may happen in this stage.

Figure 2-13 Crussard-Jaoul plot of several dual phase steels [119]

2.1.8 Failure in Dual Phase Steels
Failure mechanisms in dual phase steels depend on chemical composition, history of
heat treatment, and final microstructure [88, 93, 104, 105, 120, 121]. Although
martensite is known to be a hard phase with low elongation, dual phase steels show
ductile fracture behaviour [18, 107, 120, 122]. Ductile fracture in dual phase steels
occurs based on the nucleation and growth of voids which results in dimpled fracture
surfaces. Micro-mechanisms of failure in dual phase steels are described in the
following:

Void Nucleation In the beginning of deformation at low strains, nucleation of voids
in dual phase steels is associated with martensite cracking and separation. At higher
strains, voids also nucleate at the ferrite/martensite interface due to decohesion.
Decohesion of the ferrite/martensite interface under loading occurs due to plastic
24
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incompatibility of the two phases [108, 120, 123-125]. The size of the voids in this step
depends on the size of the martensite islands [88]. Void nucleation also happens due to
non-metallic inclusions [89, 105, 120, 122, 126-128] such as (Ce, Ca, Fe) sulfides [126]
and MnS [129]; however, these voids in dual phase steels do not appear to have an
important role in failure [123, 130]. Furthermore, nucleation of voids occurs inside
martensite islands with a low carbon content. Crystallographic orientation, strain
gradient, and the state of the local stress affect the nucleation of voids inside the
martensite phase [14, 101, 120, 128].

Void Growth Void growth primarily occurs by elongation of the voids at the
ferrite/martensite interfaces which are parallel to the applied force. Under uniaxial
stress, voids generally elongate in the tensile direction resulting in failure without
significant coalescence; however, under triaxial stresses, the growth of voids tends to
happen in the transverse direction, causing coalescence and finally failure [123].

Fracture Although ductile fracture is the main fracture mode in dual phase steels,
brittle fracture is also possible in dual phase steels with high martensite content and
depends on the level of damage between the ferrite and the martensite [131]. The
characteristics of the martensite have the greatest role in changing the ductile fracture
of dual phase steels to brittle. Kim, et al. [22] reported cleavage fracture in ferrite in
coarse martensite structure whereas void nucleation at the ferrite/martensite interface
in a fine martensite structure. As shown in Figure 2-14, the ductility of fracture of dual
phase steels is reduced by increasing the martensite size and volume fraction [15, 18,
22, 132]. The martensite volume fraction at which brittle fracture occurs is not fixed.
Generally, a combination of ductile and brittle fracture is seen in dual phase steels with
intermediate martensite volume fractions [122]. Furthermore, martensite with higher
carbon content crack easily [10], and large banded martensite with interconnected
network decrease the ductility of the steel [18, 22, 132]. In addition to the ductile and
brittle fracture, quasi-cleavage fracture is also found to happen as a transition fracture
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mechanism between ductile and brittle fracture. Hence, there is not always a clear
boundary between ductile and brittle fracture [133].

Figure 2-14 True fracture strains of dual phase steels with 0.066-0.13% carbon with different
martensite volume fraction and size [15]

2.2 High Energy Rate Forming Technologies
There are three well-known high energy rate forming (HERF) technologies which can
provide high strain rate forming conditions: explosive forming, electromagnetic forming,
and electrohydraulic forming. These technologies are mainly used to form sheet metals
at high strain rates.
As an advantage of these technologies, one sided dies can be used to form the sheets
into a die cavity. This advantage becomes remarkable when very large dies must be
fabricated using the expensive and time-consuming processes. Also, due to the smaller
area of contact between the sheet and the forming tools, there is a notable saving on
lubrication of the parts [134]. A brief description of the explosive, electromagnetic, and
electrohydraulic forming technologies is presented hereafter.
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2.2.1 Explosive forming
The interest in explosive forming applications appears to have started in the
aerospace industry [134]. Explosive forming technology was developed to form a variety
of metals and alloys. The result showed high reproducibility for geometrically
complicated and large parts with great accuracy. Explosive forming has been commonly
used to form sheet metals. Figure 2-15 shows that the explosive material can be
assembled in different shapes. This capability allows for control of the explosive wave to
create the desired force on different sheet surfaces to completely fill the die. After
detonation, the waves propagate through a liquid medium, such as water, to reach the
sheet surface.

Figure 2-15 Typical explosive forming operations. (a) Sizing with a water-filled die cavity, (b) for
forming a flat panel, (c) use of detonation cord to prescribe the pressure distribution in an open
forming system, and (d) use of detonation cord to form a cylinder [135]
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2.2.2 Electromagnetic forming
Electromagnetic forming is widely used both in metal joining and metal forming.
Application of electromagnetic forming depends on the electrical properties of the
material. The material must typically have an electrical resistivity of less than 15 mΩ.cm
such as copper, aluminum, steel and brass [134]. In this technique, a capacitor is
discharged into a coil which is near the workpiece to generate a magnetic field. The
magnetic field around the coil generates an electric current and consequently a
magnetic field in the workpiece. The two magnetic fields repel each other causing the
workpiece to deform. Figure 2-16 shows some simplified electromagnetic forming
circuits and processes for a tubular workpiece. The undesired heat effects and tool
marks associated with other techniques do not appear in this technology [135].

Figure 2-16 Basic circuit and magnetic field patterns for electromagnetic compression forming of a
tubular workpiece, (a) field pattern in absence of workpiece, (b) field pattern with workpiece in
forming coil, and (c) field pattern when field shaper is used. A, high pressure; B, low pressure.[135]
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2.2.3 Electrohydraulic forming
Electrohydraulic forming (EHF), also known as electroshape [136], electrospark [136,
137], electric discharge[138], and underwater spark [139] forming, is a high energy rate
forming process that directly converts electrical energy into work [136-138]. It is
principally the same as explosive forming. The major difference is the method of
generation of the forming wave. Instead of chemical explosion in explosive forming, in
electrohydraulic forming the pressure is generated by an electrical discharge across a
small gap between two electrodes.
The earliest applications of electrical discharge power were reported by Early and
Dow [140] in 1953 for sheet metals and Yutkin [141] in 1955 for tube bulging. In the
1960s electro-discharge forming technology developed rapidly [142-144]. The formation
of spark channels and the physics of underwater discharge were investigated by several
researchers [145, 146]. The whole process takes up to a few hundreds microseconds
depending on the positioning of the electrodes and the applied voltage.
Figure 2-17 schematically shows the equipment used for the electrohydraulic forming
process. A capacitor bank stores electricity in a circuit that includes two electrodes. An
aluminum or magnesium bridge wire may be placed between the electrodes as guiding
the path. By closing the circuit, the wire instantly vaporizes and provides a plasma
channel in the water which results in a spark. The spark generates a shock wave that
propagates radially through the water which forces the sheet metal into the die. This
process is completed in a few microseconds. An alternative to using the bridge wire is to
increase the capacitor voltage. A higher voltage is able to generate a spark without the
wire [136, 137]. The advantage of using a wire is that since it acts as a guiding path for
the spark, the use of nonconductive liquids becomes possible; also the wire can be
shaped according to the geometry of the product. The use of a bridge wire is not
suitable for continuous production because the wire has to be replaced after each
operation [147].
Compared to explosive forming, electrohydraulic forming is often preferred because
of its shorter cycle times and generally safer operation. However, the amount of energy
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in chemical explosion is higher that can shape larger parts [139, 147]. Also, compared to
electromagnetic forming, electrohydraulic forming can be performed on poor
conductors and is typically cheaper because the expensive design and production of
consumable coils are omitted. The limit of the electrohydraulic forming process relates
to the available capacitor bank energy. In fact, the physical size of the capacitor banks is
a constraint. Consequently, the process is typically applicable for small and medium
sized tube and sheet components with relatively small thicknesses [134]. Table 2-2
indicates a comparison between explosive forming, electromagnetic forming and
electrohydraulic forming technologies.

Figure 2-17 Schematic electrohydraulic forming setup (a) under free-forming, and (b) inside a
conical die [148]
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Table 2-2 Characteristics of HERF technologies [136]
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2.3 Hyperplasticity
Hyperplasticity is a remarkable improvement in formability of materials when formed
under certain forming conditions. Hyperplasticity may occur for strain-rate sensitive
sheet materials when formed in high strain rate conditions; however, it can also occur in
quasi-static forming conditions. As described in the following, incremental sheet forming
and HERF technologies exhibits great potential to improve the formability of sheet
metals in quasi-static and high strain rate forming conditions, respectively.
2.3.1 Incremental Sheet Forming
Formability improvement in sheet metals is achievable in quasi-static forming
condition by incremental sheet forming (ISF) technologies. For the first time, before it
was technically feasible, Leszak [149] proposed the idea of incremental forming of sheet
metals. Nowadays, ISF allows manufacturing of prototypes directly from a 3D CAD model
and a forming tool which is controlled by a CNC machine. As shown in Figure 2-18, there
are different types of ISF processing. Depending on the number of contact points,
incremental forming can be divided into single point incremental forming (SPIF) and two
points incremental forming (TPIF). SPIF and TPIF are also known as negative and positive
incremental forming. In SPIF, the opposite side of the sheet is supported by a faceplate
while in TPIF the sheet is supported by a partial or a full die.

Figure 2-18 Incremental sheet forming process, (a) SPIF, (b) SPIF with counter tool, (c) TPIF with a
partial die, and (d) TPIF with a full die. [150]
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So far, different mechanisms have been suggested for the formability improvement
of sheet metals in ISF:
Kim and Yang [151] formed small local regions of sheet metals by incremental moving
of a hemispherical forming tool over the surface of the blanks. They reported that
formability improvement occurred mostly by shear deformation which resulted in a
more uniform distribution of strain in the sheets.
Based on theories of plastic instability, Iseki and Kumon [152] indicated that the
forming limit curve of the sheets is located much higher when formed by ISF.
In the most recent work, Buffa et al. [153] reported formability improvement of
aluminum alloys when formed by SPIF. They increased the rotational speed of the tool
and the formability of AA1050-O, AA1050-H24, and AA6082-T6 sheets was enhanced
through localized heating of the sheet.
2.3.2 High Strain Rate Forming
Under certain high strain rate forming conditions, strain-rate sensitive materials
exhibit a significant improvement in formability, which is known as hyperplasticity. The
improvement in formability of materials in high strain rate forming is beneficial for
manufacturing parts with geometries that are difficult to form under quasi-static
conditions [154]. HERF technologies have a great potential to satisfy hyperplasticity
conditions. They offer the capability of controlling the forming process under high strain
rate forming condition. For instance in EHF, the morphology of an impulsive pressure
wave, i.e. amplitude and distribution, is an influential parameter that can be modified
for different forming purposes [155].
The study of formability behaviour of materials under high velocity deformation
started in the 1940s [156], and continued in the 1950s [157] and 1960s [158-160]. The
investigation into the economics of high strain rate forming became important during
the 1960s [161]. So far, the enhancement of formability in high strain rate forming has
been observed in different steels [162-165], aluminum alloys [166-168], copper [167,
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169-171], tantalum [170, 172], and titanium alloys [173]. Similar to other grades of steel,
dual phase steels show hyperplasticity under high strain rate forming [35-37, 39, 40].
Figure 2-20, Figure 2-21, and Figure 2-19 show the formability improvement of
aluminium, copper, iron, and steel under quasi-static and high strain rate forming
conditions. As can be seen, a remarkable formability improvement was achieved in the
specimens formed at high strain rate. Development of electromagnetic forming [165,
167, 174-176] and electrohydraulic forming [154, 177-180] provided the ability to study
the formability of materials in larger scales and under complex states of stress which
were more similar to industrial manufacturing conditions.

Figure 2-19 Formed specimens of (a) Al 6061 T4 [178], (b) OFHC copper[178], and (c) iron [177],
under quasi-static (left) and high strain rate conditions using electrohydraulic forming (right)
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Figure 2-20 Forming limit diagrams of (a) Al 6061 T4 [181], (b) OFHC copper [182] at low and high
strain rates. Formability improvement was observed in high strain rate forming.
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Figure 2-21 Forming limit diagrams of (a) Al 6061 T6, and (b) AISI 1045 steel at low and high strain
rates [183]. Formability improvement was observed in high strain rate forming.
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2.3.3 Mechanisms of Hyperplasticity in High Strain Rate Forming
Changes in constitutive behaviour [39, 184], inertial effects [185-187], die effects
[176], and adiabatic shear bands have been identified as the main causes of
hyperplasticity in high strain rate forming that are discussed in the following.
2.3.3.1 Changes in constitutive behaviour
Equation (2-6 is a simple, well-known, constitutive law for strain rate sensitive
materials that are formed at high strain rate at room temperature [188].

σ  Kε n ε m

(2-6)

where σ, ε, and  are the stress, strain, and strain rate, respectively. Also, n is the strain
hardening exponent and m is the strain rate sensitivity parameter.
As an empirical constitutive law for strain rate sensitive materials, the Johnson-Cook
constitutive model [189] considers the effects of strain, strain rate and temperature on
the von Mises flow stress:

σ  [A  Bεpn ][1  C ln ε* ][1  T *m ]

(2-7)

where ε p is the effective plastic strain, *   / 0 is a dimensionless plastic strain rate
relative to a reference strain rate of 0 , and T *  (T  Troom) /(Tmelt Troom) . A, B, C, n and m
are material constants that are obtained by empirical investigation.
Also, Zerilli and Armstrong [190] developed a physically-based constitutive model
based on the motion of thermally activated dislocations to determine the von Mises
equivalent stress:
σ  Δσ G  σ th  kl 1/2

2-8)

where Δσ G presents the contribution of the solute and the initial dislocation density and

σ th considers the contribution of strain rate and temperature on the yield stress. Also, k
is the microstructural stress intensity and l is the average grain size.
Strain rate sensitivity is a key parameter in the hyperplastic behaviour of materials at
high strain rate. Investigations carried out in the 1970s and 1980s [191-195] indicated
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that under high strain rate conditions, the strain rate sensitivity was significantly
increased and led to an enhancement of strain hardening [196-206]. High strain rate
elastic behaviour of BCC Armco-iron and low-alloyed steel was studied by Dusek [162].
Dusek examined the yield point dependence of two ferritic steels on the strain rate. He
reported that within the range 10-3-102 s-1, there is a slow increase in yield stress.
However, from 102 to 104 s-1 the increase is more significant. He also indicated that
Young’s modulus is independent of the strain rate. Other researchers [198, 199] also
indicated that at low temperatures and at strain rates of less than 102 s-1, plastic
deformation is primarily controlled by the strain hardening exponent and to a lesser
extent by the strain rate sensitivity exponent. However, post-uniform elongation is
governed by the strain rate sensitivity exponent and ductile fracture processes.
In 1990s, El-Magd [207] reported that for strain rate sensitive materials, under
dynamic loadings with strain rates of more than 2000 s-1, the following constitutive law
can be applied:
σ  σ 0  ηε

(2-9)

El-Magd also indicated that during dynamic loading, the increase of strain rate
sensitivity in the necking region significantly enhanced the flow stress in this area and
reduced the instability.
In 2007 [208], Lee et al. studied the impact behaviour of 316L stainless steel using a
Split-Hopkinson bar. A significant increase in work hardening and strain rate sensitivity
was observed at a strain rate of 7.5×103 s-1 which affected the stress-strain behaviour of
the material.
Hu and Daehn [187] indicated that the combination of stress state and constitutive
behaviour in high velocity forming resulted in different ductility improvements. They
reported that in a uniaxial tensile test, the material with lower m and higher n showed
more ductility improvement whereas in the ring expansion test, the material with lower
n and higher m showed a greater improvement.
The effect of strain rate on forming limit diagrams (FLDs) was reported by Jie, et al.
[184] and Dariani, et al. [183] in 2009.
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2.3.3.2 Inertial Effect
Under high strain rate forming, the workpiece has the tendency to maintain its
current velocity. This effect, which is known as the inertial effect, is negligible in quasistatic forming but is enhanced during HERF [135]. As a major reason of hyperplasticity,
the inertial effect has been investigated for a long time: during the 1960s [209], 1970s
[210], 1980s [186, 211, 212], and 1990s [177-179, 213-215]. Research showed that the
inertial effect enhanced ductility by delaying the onset of necking in uniaxial tension
[186, 187] as well as in the ring expansion test [185, 216, 217].
Priem et al. [218] studied the manufacture of metallic parts by electromagnetic and
electrohydraulic forming. They proposed that the inertial effect reduced the velocity
gradient across the neck by generating additional tensile stresses outside the necking
region. Consequently, additional extension occurred in the region of uniform
deformation of the tensile specimen which resulted in a formability improvement.
Rajendran and Fyfe [185] studied an electromagnetically expanded ring and
suggested that compressive forces were created due to the inertia effect, which could
reduce void growth and delay necking.
Hu, et al. [213] indicated that material inertia is effective when extension velocity is
greater than a critical value. This value is a function of the strain rate sensitivity and the
strain hardening exponent.
Needleman [214] reported that as a result of inertial effects, the material could slow
down necking by reducing the stress triaxiality in the centre of the neck.
2.3.3.3 Die Effect
In 2002, Oliveira [219] reported no formability improvement in free forming of Al
alloys under electromagnetic forming. In 2005, J.M. Imbert, et al. [176] reported the
formability enhancement of AA5754 Al sheet alloy by electromagnetic die forming. The
report indicated that electromagnetic forming did not increase the formability in free
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forming (without a die). They concluded that the die effect plays a significant role in
enhancement of formability of parts in high strain rate forming.
During the 90s V.S. Balanethiram, et al. [177-179] studied the deformation of 6061 Al
alloy and HCOF Copper using EHF. Studies were carried out using a conical die. Results
showed that in addition to “inertial stabilization” against neck growth, formability
improved by “inertial ironing” because of the strong impact of the sheet against the die.
Consequently, a large compressive hydrostatic stress is formed which can reduce
damage by closing the voids and postpone necking.
2.3.3.4 Adiabatic Shear Bands
Adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) are narrow microscopic regions that are created due to
significant localized plastic deformation during dynamic deformation of material [220,
221]. Generally, there is a remarkable local rise of temperature in the ASB region which
leads to local work softening. The work softening allows further plastic deformation in
the metal rather than failure and fracture. Hence, it results in formability improvement.
ASBs are typically formed when materials are deformed by strong impact or torsion.
Impact speed, geometry constraints, and microstructure characteristics have a
significant influence on the localization of shear strain [222-225]. Figure 2-22 shows the
ASBs in a low carbon steel deformed by compressive-type split-Hopkinson pressure bar
at very high strain rates.
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Figure 2-22 Optical micrographs of shear zones in S15C steel specimens formed at (c) 5.0 × 10 4 s-1
and (d) 2.0 × 105 s-1.

2.4 Dislocation Motion in BCC Materials at High Strain Rate
Dislocation velocity, v, is related to the shear strain rate,  , by [226]:

γ  m* bρ

(2-10)

where m* is the orientation factor, b is the Burgers vector, and ρ is the dislocation
density. The maximum velocity of a dislocation is close to speed of the elastic shear
wave in the material [190]. When the strain rate is sufficiently high that the maximum
dislocation velocity would be surpassed, the relationship changes to:

γ  m* bρ Δx

(2-11)
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where  is the rate of increase of the dislocation density and Δx is the average
dislocation displacement. In this case, dislocation density increases in density through
nucleation rather than merely by multiplication [227].
Plastic deformation in steels is controlled by the movement of dislocations; however,
there are several obstacles against the motion of dislocations. It is possible for
dislocations to overcome the obstacles if sufficient shear stress is applied. The PeierlsNabarro shear stress (  PN ) is the required shear stress for a dislocation to move by one
atomic space:

τ PN 

(2-12)

Gb
exp(  πa/c)sin(2πx/c)
2c

where G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, c is the lattice spacing, and a is
the lattice parameter.
A dislocation can also pass the obstacles by the aid of thermal fluctuations [228]. In
BCC materials, the interaction between dislocations and lattice controls the thermal
activation of mobile dislocations [190]. The movement of thermally activated
dislocations can rule plastic deformation until a critical strain rate at which the
movement and multiplication of existing dislocations cannot accommodate the plastic
deformation anymore [227]. In most BCC metals, this occurs at approximately 104 s-1,
with a dislocation density of 106-108 cm-2 [229]. A remarkable increase in strength occurs
in metals at this point since dislocations reach their maximum velocity and then
nucleation of new dislocations is required.
Figure 2-23 displays the dependence of the lower yield stress of mild steel on the
strain rate at different temperatures. The diagram is divided into three regions: I, II, and
IV. Region I represent quasi-static conditions, where deformation is controlled by long
range (athermal) obstacles. In region II, the flow stress is logarithmically dependent on
the strain rate. In this condition, short range obstacles become influential which can be
overcome by thermal activation. Here, thermally activated dislocation controls the strain
rate sensitivity. In region IV, at very high strain rates, over 5000 s-1, the dependence of
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the flow stress on the strain rate increases significantly. The nucleation of dislocations
occurs to allow the deformation to proceed. At this point, dislocation drag, due to the
interaction between the gliding dislocations with thermal phonons and conduction
electrons, opposes the motion of dislocations which can increase the flow stress.

Figure 2-23 Dependence of the lower yield stress on the strain rate in a 0.12 wt% C steel [230]
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CHAPTER 3
3 Experimental Procedure
Three commercial Fe-C-Mn dual phase steel sheets, i.e. DP500, DP780, and DP980,
were formed and investigated in this research. In this chapter, the experimental
procedures for metal forming and characterization of the specimens are described. The
tensile properties, chemistry, and microstructural characteristics of the as-received dual
phase steel sheets are presented in Chapter 4.

3.1 Metal Forming Procedure
DP500, DP780, and DP980 sheets were formed under quasi-static condition using the
Nakazima test [42] and under high strain rate conditions using EHF [43] with a 34°
conical die. The voltage and corresponding energy of EHF tests are summarized in
Table 3-1. Also, some specimens were formed under EHF without using a die.
Table 3-1 Input voltage and corresponding energy in EHF tests

DP500

Voltage
(kV)
8.0
9.5

Energy (kJ)
10.3
14.4

DP780

13.4

28.9

DP980

13.3
13.7

28.3
30.0

Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 schematically show the Nakazima test and EHF set-ups,
respectively. As can be seen, there is a punch-sheet contact in the Nakazima test. In the
Nakazima test, the sheets were formed in both dry and lubricated conditions. In case of
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lubrication, Teflon was used as the lubricant. Dome-shaped and conical specimens were
produced in Nakazima test and EHF, respectively.

Figure 3-1 Schematic of the Nakazima test

Figure 3-2 Schematic of EHF process
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3.2 Macro-strain Measurement
As shown in Figure 3-3, the sheets were electro-etched with a 2.54 mm diameter
circle grid prior to deformation. After deformation, the circles were distorted into
ellipses, as can be seen in Figure 3-3, with a dMajor and dMinor. Minor and major strains,
i.e. ɛMinor and ɛMajor, were measured using an FMTI Model 100 optical strain
measurement system in the safe regions. It was found that the level of stains increased
from the edge toward the centre of both the Nakazima specimens and EHF specimens.
Measurement of the thickness of the specimens at different strain levels was carried
out using an ultrasonic instrument GE Inspection Technologies Ultrasonic CL5. The
thickness strain was calculated from the measured thickness as follows:
eT 

T f  Tasrolled

(3-1)

Tasrolled

εT  ln(1  eT )

(3-2)

where eT and ɛT are the engineering and true strains through the thickness of the
specimens, respectively. Tas-rolled is the initial thickness and Tf is the final thickness at
locations of interest.

Figure 3-3 Elongated circles on the specimens used for determination of major and minor strains.
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Also, according to the principle of volume constancy during plastic deformation:
εMajor  εMinor  εT  0

(3-3)

This relationship was used to verify the accuracy of the strain measurements.
The equation below was used to calculate the von Mises effective strain at different
points on the specimens:

ε

(3-4)

2 2
2
(εMajor  εMinor
 εT2 )
3

3.3 Metallography
For microstructural investigations, four 10×10 mm samples were cut from edge-tocentre of each specimen, as shown in Figure 3-4-a. Each sample was cut into three new
samples for observation of microstructures in the normal (ND), rolling (RD), and
transverse (TD) directions at different strain levels. Electro-discharge machining (EDM)
was used to cut the samples to prevent heat generation and further deformation. After
cutting the specimens, the three samples taken from the same location were mounted
in the same die as shown in Figure 3-4-b. Diallyl Phthalate thermosetting resin was used
as the mounting powder and was cured at 150 °C and 20 MPa for 90 seconds.
The mounted samples were ground using BuehlerMet® II Abrasive Discs C with a Grit
ANSI of 60 to 600. Polishing was carried out in three steps: MetaDi® Polycrystalline
Diamond Suspension of 9 μm, followed by Micropolish® II Deagglomerated Alpha
Alumina powders of 1.0 and 0.05 μm. The specimens were etched using Nital 2% for 1520 s at room temperature. Micrographs were taken at magnifications of ×500 to ×10000
using backscatter electron beams at 15 eV using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
JEOL JSM-5800LV equipped with an EDAX energy dispersive spectrometer.
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Figure 3-4 (a) The pattern of cutting the samples for metallography, and (b) mounting of the three
samples of the same region into one die.
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3.4 Quantitative Metallography
3.4.1 Micro-strain Measurement
Micro-strains in the ferrite grains and martensite islands were measured by
quantitative analysis of high resolution scanning electron microscope images using the
commercial image analysis software Clemex Vision Pro 3.5.
According to Figure 3-4-b, the RD part of each sample was used for quantitative
metallography, since the strain level was constant throughout it.
Since the sizes of the constituent phases in the microstructure observed in the
normal direction were dependent upon the amount of grinding that was applied during
the sample preparation, normal microstructures were not useful for quantitative
metallography. Therefore, in order to measure the elongations of the ferrite and the
martensite, through-thickness micrographs were analyzed. Determination of the size of
martensite islands in DP980 was not possible due to the continuous network of
martensite in the microstructure. So, quantitative metallography was carried out only on
DP500 and DP780 specimens.
The ferrite mean grain size and the martensite island mean size were measured from
the edge to the centre of the specimens using the RD microstructures. All measurements
were carried out within safe ferrite grains and martensite islands, where no voids or
micro-cracks were observed. Minor and through-thickness micro-strains were calculated
as follows:

e

d f  dasrolled

(3-5)

dasrolled

ε  ln(1  e)

(3-6)

where e and ɛ represent the engineering and true strains, respectively. das-rolled is the
initial mean size of ferrite grains or martensite islands in the as-rolled specimens, and df
is the mean size after deformation. das-rolled and df were calculated using the image
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analysis software in the minor and thickness directions to determine ɛMinor and ɛThickness.
By considering the volume constancy, ɛMajor was calculated as:
εMajor  (εMinor  εThickness )

(3-7)

To evaluate the results, the 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI) and Relative Accuracy
percent (%RA) were calculated according to ASTM E1382-97 [231]:
t.s
N

(3-8)

95% CI
.100
X

(3-9)

95% CI  

%RA 

where s is the standard deviation, N is the number of the measured grains, X is the
grain mean size, and t is a multiplier as a function of N which is 1.960 for N>60.
According to the standard, a 10 %RA (or lower) is considered to be an acceptable
precision for most purposes.
3.4.2 Martensite Content
As it is described in Section 0, the microstructure of dual phase steel sheets varied
from the surface to the middle of the sheet. Hence, general microstructural
characteristics of the steels, such as martensite content, should be determined by
analysis of through-thickness micrographs. To determine martensite content of the
steels, through-thickness micrographs of the steels were captured at ×200 magnification
in such a way that the entire thickness of the sheet was visible in the image. Quantitative
metallography was carried out using the Clemex Vision Pro 3.5 image analysis software.
3.4.3 Analysis of the Voids
In order to observe the voids, as-polished samples were slightly etched for 2-3 s just
to remove the plastic layer but not to etch the microstructure. Hence, voids were
relieved as the dark areas in a white matrix. The sequence for the quantitative analysis
of voids is shown in Figure 3-5. Micrographs of the voids were taken at several strain
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levels from the edge to the centre of the specimens throughout the TD samples using an
optical microscope Leitz Laborlux 12ME equipped with a Paxit PAXcam imaging system.
The contrast of the micrographs was enhanced in Adobe Photoshop 7.0 ME software to
distinguish between the voids (black) and the matrix (white). The new image was
analyzed in Clemex Vision Pro 3.5 where void volume fraction was determined as the
number of red pixels over the total number of pixels. The software also provided
detailed statistical data which were used for analysis of void growth.

1

2

3

Figure 3-5 Sequence for the quantitative analysis of voids, 1: micrograph of TD part, 2:
enhancement of contrast of the micrograph, 3: micrograph in the image analysis software

3.5 Microhardness Test
Microhardness measurements were carried out using Vickers indenter according to
ASTM E384-11e1 [232] using a Buehler Micromet II equipped with a Vickers indenter.
The hardness of the steels and ferrite grains were determined as a function of strain as
described in Table 3-2. Since the size of the martensite islands was smaller than the size
of the indentation even under a load of 10 g, it was not possible to carry out hardness
tests inside the martensite islands. However, by applying a load of 25 g, the size of the
indentation was sufficiently small to be located inside a ferrite grain.
The Vickers hardness was calculated according to:
HV 

0.1891F
2
davg

(3-10)

where F is the indenter force in Newtons and davg is the average of the two pyramidal
lengths in millimeters.
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Table 3-2 Conditions for the microhardness test

Orientation

Load (g)

Time (s)

Steels

Normal direction

300

20

Ferrite grains

Normal direction

25

15

3.6 Fractography
Fracture surfaces were observed in the specimens formed under both quasi-static
and high strain rate conditions. A field emission scanning electron microscope FEI
Quanta 200 FEG equipped with an EDAX energy dispersive spectrometer was utilized for
fractography using secondary electron beams at 5 eV. As it is shown in Figure 3-6,
fractured surfaces were studied at different magnifications from ×200 to ×10000.

Figure 3-6 Fractography of the specimen at different magnifications

3.7 Nano-scale Observations
Nano-scale observations were carried out using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Sample preparation and TEM were carried out at the Canadian Centre for
Electron Microscopy (CCEM) at McMaster University using TEM FEI Titan 80-300 Cryo.
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CHAPTER 4
4 Materials Characterization
In this chapter, the properties of the as-received dual phase steel sheets are
presented.

4.1 Tensile Properties
Three commercial Fe-C-Mn dual phase steel sheets, i.e. DP500, DP780, and DP980,
were formed and investigated in this research. Three grades of dual phase steels, i.e.
DP500, DP780, and DP980 were investigated in this research. The number after DP
indicates the minimum value of ultimate tensile strength (UTS) in the steel. For instance,
the UTS of DP500, DP780, and DP980 are equal or greater than 500, 780, and 980 MPa,
respectively. Table 4-1 presents the characteristics of the steel sheets provided by the
suppliers.
Table 4-1 Characteristics of the as-received dual phase steel sheets
Steel

Martensite

Thickness

Grade

(vol%)

(mm)

(MPa)

DP500

10

0.65

DP780

23

DP980

34

K

unif

tot

(MPa)

(%)

(%)

341

565

14.7

26.0

0.15

878

Electro-galvanized

1.0

507

859

12.6

16.9

0.13

1290

Hot dip galvanized

1.0

573

1003

9.8

15.1

0.106

1426

Electro-galvannealed
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n

(MPa)

Coating
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4.2 Chemical Composition
Table 4-2 shows the chemical composition of the alloys which was determined
according to ASTM E1019-08 [233], ASTM E1097-07 [234] and ASTM E1479-99 [235]
using an Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) Spectrometry Agilent Technologies 725 ICPOES.
As it can be seen Mn is the major alloying element in the steel. Hence, dual phase
steels are sometimes described as Fe-Mn-C steels. In the case of DP500, the presence of
Mn and a slight amount of other alloying elements was enough to reach the desired
strength. However, DP780 and DP980 include greater amounts of Mo and Cr to make
stronger solid solutions. Among the alloying elements, carbon provides interstitial solid
solution. During the processing of dual phase steels, the allowable fraction of carbon in
ferrite is much smaller than austenite. Therefore, after quenching of the steel to room
temperature and the consequent transformation of austenite to martensite, most of the
carbon atoms are located in martensite. The amounts of carbon in the three dual phase
steels were adjusted according to the desired content and hardness of martensite in the
microstructures. For instance, since the volume fraction of martensite in DP500 is much
smaller than in DP780 or in DP980, the carbon content in the DP500 was reduced the
most.
Alloying element distribution maps obtained by X-ray mapping of through-thickness
microstructures using the EDAX energy dispersive spectrometer on the scanning
electron microscope FEI Quanta 200 FEG. The elements were reasonably found to
distribute homogeneously in the microstructure. For instance, Figure 4-1 shows the
distributions of C, Mn, Mo, and Cr in DP780.
Table 4-2 Characteristics of the as-received dual phase steel sheets
Steel Grade

C

Mn

Mo

Cr

Ni

Si

P

S

DP500

0.063

1.83

<0.01

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.012

DP780

0.13

2.01

0.18

0.25

0.01

0.03

<0.01

0.006

DP980

0.11

2.27

0.33

0.24

0.01

0.04

0.01

<0.005
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Figure 4-1 Distribution of some alloying elements in DP780 captured by X-ray mapping
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4.3 X-ray Analysis
X-ray diffraction analyses were conducted to identify the various phases present in the
steels using a X-ray Diffraction Rigaku D/MAX-1200 with a Cu target (λ=1.51478 Å) and a
Ni filter. Figure 4-2 shows the XRD patterns of the as-rolled specimens. As it can be seen,
only ferrite and martensite peaks were identified, so the fraction of retained austenite
and other possible phases was considered to be negligible. In case of DP980, although
no evidence of bainite was observed in the microstructure, formation of bainite was
possible during the electro-galvannealing process.
General MicrostructureFigure 4-3, Figure 4-4, and Figure 4-5 show the microstructures

of DP500, DP780, and DP980 in the normal direction and through thickness of the sheet,
respectively. As it can be seen, martensite islands are located at the ferrite grain
boundaries. The reason is that during the intercritical annealing of dual phase steels,
austenite nucleated at the grain boundary and after quenching these austenite grains
transformed into martensite. Due to the low martensite volume fraction of DP500,
martensite islands were separated and clearly identified. However, higher martensite
volume fraction in DP780 created a partial martensite network in some areas but also
separated martensite islands can be found. As can be seen in Figure 4-5, the high
content of martensite in DP980 resulted in almost a continuous martensite network.
Figure 4-3-b, Figure 4-4-b, and Figure 4-5-b show the through-thickness microstructure
of the sheets which includes martensite banding. As mentioned in Section 2.1.3,
microstructure banding in the dual phase steel sheets occurred due to elemental
segregation during dendritic solidification followed by cold rolling. By increasing the
martensite volume fraction, i.e. from DP500 to DP980, the ferrite mean grain size was
decreased, while the martensite mean size was increased. Also, the through-thickness
micrographs show that the ferrite and martensite mean sizes increased from the surface
to the middle of the sheets. For this reason, any quantitative metallography should be
carried out using the through-thickness micrographs.
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Figure 4-2 X-ray diffraction patterns of the dual phase steels include ferrite and martensite peaks
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Figure 4-3 Microstructure of DP500: (a) normal direction, and (b) through thickness. The darker
phase is ferrite and the light gray phase is martensite. Small particles of carbides are distributed in
ferrite grains.
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Figure 4-4 Microstructure of DP780: (a) normal direction, and (b) through thickness. The darker
phase is ferrite and the light gray phase is martensite. Small particles of carbides are distributed in
ferrite grains.
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Figure 4-5 Microstructure of DP980: (a) normal direction, and (b) through thickness. The darker
phase is ferrite and the light gray phase is martensite. Small particles of carbides are distributed in
ferrite grains.
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4.4 Carbon Content and Crystallography of Martensite
The mechanical behaviour of martensite significantly depends on its carbon content.
The carbon in dual phase steels is distributed between ferrite and martensite according
to the mixture rule:

C%  C FV F C MVM

(4-1)

where C%, CF, and CM are the carbon content of steel, ferrite, and martensite
respectively, and VF and VM are the volume fraction of ferrite and martensite,
respectively.
The carbon content in ferrite at room temperature can be approximately assumed to
be zero compared to the carbon content of martensite, hence:

C%  C MVM  C M 

(4-2)

C%
VM

According to the volume fraction of martensite and carbon content of the steels
presented in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2, respectively, the carbon content of martensite in
the dual phase steels are:

0.063
 0.63%
0.10
0.13

 0.57%
0.23
0.11

 0.32%
0.34

C M,DP500 
C M,DP780
C M,DP980

So, the hardness of the martensite in the dual phase steel grades decreases from
DP500 to DP780 and DP980.
As it was mentioned in Section 2.1.5, when the martensite carbon content is below
0.59, the tetragonality of the martensite is unity and the lattice parameters of
martensite, i.e. a and c, are equal to the lattice parameters of pure iron. According to
the estimated carbon contents of the martensite phases in DP500, DP780, and DP980,
the crystallography of martensite in the dual phase steels is similar to the
crystallography of ferrite.
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CHAPTER 5
5 Investigations on the Formability of Nakazima and EHF
Specimens
5.1 Nakazima Specimens
Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 show the dome-shaped Nakazima specimens formed in dry
and lubricated conditions, respectively. As can be seen, the quality of the markings after
forming was very good which was essential for accurate strain measurements.
As it can be seen in Figure 5-1, necking and cracking occurred between the edge and
the centre of the domes in all of the specimens formed in a dry condition. This necking
pattern can occur due to the effect of friction forces or high speed forming. But since the
Nakazima specimens were formed in a quasi-static condition, the only reason for this
type of failure is because of the influence of friction which reduces the symmetry of
deformation.
As it is shown in Figure 5-2-b and c, when DP780 and DP980 are formed in the
lubricated condition, the effect of friction was significantly reduced. Hence, necking and
cracking occurred at the apex of the domes in the centre of the specimens. In the case of
DP500 specimens, necking occurred away from the apex and this may be due to
insufficient lubrication or to the combined effect of a thinner gauge and a lower flow
stress. In other words, since the flow stress and the sheet thickness of DP500 were less
than those of the DP780 and DP980 sheets, a small amount of friction may have affected
the symmetry of the deformation.
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Figure 5-1 Nakazima specimens formed without lubricant: (a) DP500, (b) DP780, and (c) DP980. The
rolling direction and cracking are shown by the red and blue arrows, respectively.
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Figure 5-2 Nakazima specimens formed with lubricant: (a) DP500, (b) DP780, and (c) DP980. The
rolling direction and cracking are shown by the red and blue arrows, respectively.
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5.2 EHF Specimens
Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 show the conical specimens formed under EHF using a 34°
conical die. In these EHF experiments, although there were strong contact forces
between the sheet and the die, the successful electro-etching of the circle grids on the
blanks resulted in a reliable contrast for accurate determination of minor and major
strains.
As indicated in Table 3-1, DP500 and DP980 were formed with different levels of
energy. When formed with the lower levels of energy, cracking occurred at the top of
the specimens, as shown in Figure 5-3. However, when a slightly higher discharge energy
was applied, rebounding occurred at the tip of the conical specimens, as seen in
Figure 5-4. DP780 specimens were formed only at one level of energy. As displayed in
the figures, rebounding occurred in both specimens; however, cracking also happened in
one of the specimens.
Investigations showed no tangible difference between the microstructure of the
cracked and rebounded specimens. Hence, rebounded specimens were used for
characterization of deformation and cracked specimens were used for characterization
of failure and fracture.
Figure 5-5 shows the DP500 and DP780 specimens formed under EHF without using a
die, i.e. free forming. As can be seen, large splits occurred on the free formed
specimens. These specimens indicated that controlling the effect of the strong shock
waves on the blank is not practical without using a die.
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Figure 5-3 Specimens formed under EHF using the conical die showing a crack on the tip of the
cone: (a) DP500 formed at 8.0 kV, (b) DP780 formed at 13.4 kV, and (c) DP980 formed at 13.3 kV.
The rolling direction is shown by the blue arrow.
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Figure 5-4 Specimens formed under EHF using the conical die showing rebounding on the tip of the
cone: (a) DP500 formed at 9.5 kV, (b) DP780 formed at 13.4 kV, and (c) DP980 formed at 13.7 kV.
The rolling direction is shown by the blue arrow.
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Figure 5-5 (a) DP500 and (b) DP780 specimens formed under EHF without using a die.
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5.3 Distribution of Equivalent Strain in the Specimens
In order to gain a better understanding of the distribution of deformation and the
necking in the Nakazima specimens and EHF specimens formed into the conical die
(cracked specimens), Figure 5-6, Figure 5-7, and Figure 5-8 show the von Mises effective
strain across the diameter of DP500, DP780, and DP980 specimens, respectively.
As previously indicated, for the Nakazima specimens formed under dry conditions,
the maximum strains in the vicinity of necking did not occur at the top of the dome due
to the friction between the sheet and the hemispherical punch. However, by lubricating
the DP780 and DP980 sheets prior to forming, the effect of friction was significantly
reduced, and the maximum strain was achieved at the apex of the dome.
Since EHF relies on water pressure to form the sheet, there is no friction on the
underside of the sheet which leads to a more uniform distribution of strain, compared to
the Nakazima test where friction forces act between the sheet and the die. However, to
obtain symmetry in the conical specimens formed in EHF, the electrodes should be
precisely located in the appropriate positions.
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Figure 5-6 Distribution of effective strain across the diameter of the specimens in rolling direction:
DP500 formed under (a) Nakazima test, (b) EHF.
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Figure 5-7 Distribution of effective strain across the diameter of the specimens in rolling direction:
DP780 formed under (a) Nakazima test, (b) EHF.
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Figure 5-8 Distribution of effective strain across the diameter of the specimens in rolling direction:
DP980 formed under (a) Nakazima test, (b) EHF.
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CHAPTER 6



6 Characterization of Hyperplasticity in Dual Phase Steels
As indicated in Section 2.3, it is expected that under certain high strain rate forming
conditions, significant formability improvement occurs in strain rate sensitive materials
which is known as hyperplasticity. In this chapter, the formability improvement in the
specimens formed under EHF compared to the specimens formed under Nakazima test
is qualitatively investigated. There were two sets of EHF specimens: die formed
specimens and free formed specimens. Preliminary investigations showed the
occurrence of a remarkable formability improvement in die formed specimens
compared to the specimens formed under Nakazima test; however, there was no
formability improvement in the free formed specimens. It can be concluded that
although the high strain rate condition was necessary to reach hyperplasticity it was not
sufficient. As indicated in Section 2.3.3, the die effect and inertial ironing play a key role
to achieve hyperplasticity which did not exist during EH free forming.
The formability improvement in the specimens formed under EHF using a 34° conical
die was investigated at different levels of observation:
macro-scale: in terms of minor vs. major strains,
micro-scale: in terms of elongation of ferrite grains and martensite islands,
nano-scale: in terms of deformation mechanisms.
Attempts were also made to describe the correlations between the different scales,
in order to reach a better understanding of hyperplasticity in dual phase steels.


This chapter contains material that is the outcome of the joint research.
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6.1 Macro-scale Characterization of Hyperplasticity
Figure 6-1-a, Figure 6-2-a, and Figure 6-3-a present the major vs. minor strains which
were determined across the DP500, DP780, and DP980 specimens in the safe forming
zone, respectively. The inclined dashed lines in Figure 6-1-a, Figure 6-2-a, and Figure 6-3a present the mode of equibiaxial tension.
Figure 6-1-b, Figure 6-2-b, and Figure 6-3-b display quasi-static forming limit diagrams
(FLDs) of the dual phase steels investigated in this research. Detailed information on the
experimental work that yielded these forming limit curves (FLCs) is available in a paper
by Golovashchenko et al. [236]. The greatest major vs. minor strains that were achieved
in the safe zones of the specimens formed under EHF are shown on the FLDs. The
vertical red lines display the formability improvement in EHF compared to quasi-static
forming. As can be seen, a small formability improvement occurred in DP500 steel
whereas remarkable formability improvements occurred in the DP780 and DP980
specimens formed under EHF. The relative formability improvement in DP500 specimen
formed under EHF is much less than that of DP780 and DP980 steels. This is generally
true for softer materials; since ductile materials already have good formability under
quasi-static conditions, they tend to experience less relative formability improvement in
high strain rate forming [165]. The greatest relative formability improvement was found
for DP780, since its quasi-static formability was poor. Comparing Figure 6-2-b, and
Figure 6-3-b, the quasi-static FLC of DP780 was even below the FLC of DP980. The early
fracture of DP780 compared to DP980 can be attributed to the harder martensite phase
in DP780 (CM,DP780=0.57 > CM,DP980=0.32) which results in early cracking in the martensite
phase at unexpectedly low strain levels.
It should be noted that the strain path was close to equibiaxial tension in both the
Nakazima specimens that formed with lubrication and the EHF specimens.
Consequently, the formability improvement that is observed is specific to this particular
mode of deformation and may be different for other modes of deformation.
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Figure 6-1 (a) True major vs. minor strain across the DP500 specimens, and (b) quasi-static forming
limit diagram of the DP500 including the greatest safe engineering strain in DP500 formed under
EHF using a conical die. The quasi-static FLD is reported by Golovashchenko et al. [236]
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Figure 6-2 (a) True major vs. minor strain across the DP780 specimens, and (b) quasi-static forming
limit diagram of the DP780 including the greatest safe engineering strain in DP780 formed under
EHF using a conical die. The quasi-static FLD is reported by Golovashchenko et al. [236]
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Figure 6-3(a) True major vs. minor strain across the DP980 specimens, and (b) quasi-static forming
limit diagram of the DP980 including the greatest safe engineering strain in DP980 formed under
EHF using a conical die. The quasi-static FLD is reported by Golovashchenko et al. [236]
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6.2 Micro-scale Characterization of Hyperplasticity
Microstructural analysis of hyperplasticity is necessary in order to understand the
role of each constituent in the formability improvement. In dual phase steels, ferrite is
known as the soft and ductile phase. On the other hand, martensite is the hard phase
with very limited ductility.
Under quasi-static conditions, the plastic deformation of martensite has been
investigated by different techniques such as the analysis of work hardening curves [75],
in-situ scanning electron microscope images [106], and microgridding [107]. The overall
result indicated that under quasi-static forming conditions, untempered martensite
generally behaves elastically up to high levels of deformation such as necking or even
beyond. The question is whether martensite shows the same behaviour under EHF. The
contribution of martensite to the enhanced plastic deformation of the EHF specimens
can be investigated by quantitative study of micro-strain in the ferrite grains and
martensite islands at different macro-strain levels from the edge to the centre of the
specimens.
6.2.1 Micro-strain in Ferrite and Martensite
Optical measurements [237], high speed camera [238], and the digital image
correlation (DIC) technique [38] were previously used by other researchers to study
strain localization during high strain rate forming. In this chapter, the strain distribution
in ferrite grains and martensite islands was determined by means of statistical
quantitative metallography. To enhance the accuracy of the results, the sizes of more
than 7,000 ferrite grains and 10,500 martensite islands were measured at different
strain levels. Because of the continuous martensite network in DP980, it was not
possible to measure the size of martensite islands in DP980. Hence, quantitative
metallography was carried out only in DP500 and DP780 specimens.
Table 6-1 is the summary of the statistical analysis of the measured data in terms of
the size of ferrite grains and martensite islands in the as-rolled and deformed DP500 and
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DP780 specimens. As can be seen in all of the cases the RA% is below 10% which shows
the acceptable accuracy of the data according to ASTM E1382-97 [231]. The “Point”
numbers in Table 6-1 correspond with the “Point” numbers displayed in Figure 3-3.
“Point 1” is the location where the greatest level of safe strains could be measured, i.e.
the materials showed no evidence of damage at the macroscopic scale and the
microscopic damage (micro-voids and micro-cracks) was negligible. “Point 4” was not
considered for the specimens formed under quasi-static conditions since the strain
induced in this area was very low. The values presented in Table 6-1 as the mean sizes
were applied as das-rolled and df in (3-5. By using (3-6 and (3-7, true major and minor
strains in the martensite islands and ferrite grains were calculated from the edge to the
centre of the specimens throughout the safe zone. The obtained micro-strains are
presented in Figure 6-4. Figure 6-4-a shows that the martensite strain values in EHF were
significantly higher than in quasi-static forming. This demonstrates that high strain rate
forming processes can lead to a significant improvement in ductility of martensite. The
enhanced deformation of ferrite is also displayed in Figure 6-4-b. To have a better
understanding of the relative deformation improvement under EHF, Figure 6-5-a shows
the greatest major vs. minor micro-strains of the constituents. As it is shown in
Figure 6-5-b, based on the von Mises effective strain, relative deformation
improvements of approximately 20% and 100% were determined in the ferrite and the
martensite, respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 6-5-b, the relative deformation improvement of:
 the martensite was much greater than that of ferrite,
 the martensite in DP500 was greater than that of the martensite in DP780, and
 the ferrite in DP780 was practically identical to that of ferrite in DP500.
In Section 6.1, it was observed that the macro-scale relative formability improvement
of the harder materials, i.e. DP780 and DP980 was greater than that of the softer
materials, i.e. DP500. This observation seems to be verified at the micro-scale too.
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Table 6-1 Ferrite grain and martensite island sizes in DP500 and DP780 steels after deformation

Point

Direction
Minor

1
Thickness

Minor
2
Thickness

Minor
3
Thickness

Minor
4
Thickness

As-rolled

Minor

Thickness

Statistics
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA
Mean
Count
Std. Dev.
%RA

Ferrite grain size (µm)
DP500
DP780
QS
EHF
QS
EHF
10.15 10.47
193
191
4.82
4.29
6.7
5.8
3.40
3.13
287
302
1.79
1.87
6.1
6.7
9.67
9.99
218
209
3.95
3.87
5.4
5.3
3.89
3.56
215
265
1.88
1.98
6.5
6.7
9.20
9.60
225
215
4.08
4.53
5.8
6.3
4.33
3.96
242
252
1.92
1.95
5.6
6.1
9.21
215
4.18
6.1
4.37
245
2.05
5.9
8.33
208
3.75
6.1
5.45
265
2.03
4.5

9.77
195
4.23
6.1
3.62
240
1.76
6.2
9.25
192
4.28
6.5
4.02
214
2.05
6.8
8.84
192
4.16
6.7
4.42
215
2.02
6.1
-

9.65
198
4.18
6.0
3.35
235
1.81
6.9
9.40
178
4.37
6.8
3.64
195
1.77
6.8
9.10
205
4.26
6.4
4.01
235
1.98
6.3
8.76
220
3.91
5.9
4.49
226
2.14
6.2
7.83
215
3.68
6.3
5.69
258
2.16
4.6
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Martensite island size (µm)
DP500
DP780
QS
EHF
QS
EHF
1.83
1.90
494
453
0.81
0.88
3.9
4.3
1.50
1.37
468
535
0.72
0.66
4.4
4.1
1.81
1.87
395
512
0.82
0.74
4.5
3.4
1.55
1.43
395
463
0.72
0.69
4.6
4.4
1.79
1.87
382
480
0.88
0.78
4.9
3.7
1.59
1.43
345
320
0.74
0.68
4.9
5.2
1.81
372
0.79
4.4
1.55
354
0.69
4.6
1.77
408
0.88
4.8
1.63
382
0.78
4.8

2.39
2.46
225
246
1.15
1.25
6.3
6.4
1.65
1.49
220
237
0.88
0.79
7.1
6.8
2.35
2.42
232
245
1.07
1.18
5.9
6.1
1.70
1.56
245
215
0.94
0.81
6.9
6.9
2.31
2.37
218
236
1.09
1.03
6.3
5.5
1.76
1.65
234
223
0.91
0.87
6.6
6.9
2.32
228
1.17
6.5
1.74
251
0.79
5.6
2.26
215
1.09
6.4
1.84
215
0.89
6.5
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Figure 6-4 True major vs. minor micro-strains in (a) martensite islands, and (b) ferrite grains; from
the edge to the centre of the specimens formed under quasi-static and high strain rate conditions.
Note that the volume fraction of martensite in DP500 and DP780 was 10% and 23%, respectively.
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Figure 6-5 (a) The greatest true major vs. minor micro-strains of the constituents in the safe zone of
the specimens, and (b) relative deformation improvement of the constituents under EHF.
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6.2.2 Correlation of Macro-strain and Micro-strains
The mixture rule was considered to investigate the correlation between the macro
and micro-strains. The total major and minor micro-strains were calculated by
substituting the ferrite and martensite strains and volume fractions into the mixture rule
as follows:
εMicro  εF  VF  εM  VM

(6-1)

where ɛMicro is the microstructure strain, ɛF and ɛM are the ferrite and martensite strains,
respectively, and VF and VM are the ferrite and martensite volume fractions,
respectively. The resulting macro- and micro-strains are shown in Figure 6-6. The error
for the macro-strains was considered to be 0.005 which is the error of the FMTI strain
measurement system, and the error for micro-strains was considered to be 7.0% which
is approximately the greatest %RA presented in Table 6-1. As it can be seen in all the
discussed cases, the mixture rule successfully correlated the micro-mechanical strains to
the macro-scale strains both under quasi-static and high strain rate forming conditions;
however, according to the trendlines, the micro-strains lie slightly below the macrostrains in all cases. Moreover, the deviation between the macro and micro-strain
gradually increases with increasing strain. Finally, greater deviation between macro and
micro-strains was observed in DP780 compared to DP500.
During the quantitative metallography, it was possible to measure the martensite
island mean size throughout the sheet except in the martensite band. Therefore, by
considering the strain measured in the martensite islands as the total martensite strain,
the influence of the strain in the martensite band was not taken into account. Moreover,
it appeared that the deformation of the martensite band was greater than that of the
martensite islands due to the fact that martensite islands were surrounded with the
softer ferrite which accommodates large strains during plastic deformation. However,
since in the vicinity of the martensite band, the amount of the ferrite was lower, a
greater proportion of the strain was induced into the martensite band. Figure 6-7 shows
several nano-scale voids that nucleated within the martensite band due to the high level
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of plastic deformation while the martensite islands remained relatively free of voids. The
greater possibility of plastic deformation in martensite band compared to the martensite
islands were also reported by Mazinani et al. [108].

Figure 6-6 True macro and micro minor vs. major strains in DP500 and DP780 under (a) quasi-static
and (b) EHF conditions.
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It would seem that the difficulty to measure the strain in the continuous martensite
band is a source of error in the determination of the martensite strains. This explanation
is further supported by comparing the discrepancy between the macro and micro-strains
in the specimens in Figure 6-6. It can be seen that the deviations between the trendlines
for the quasi-static and high strain rate conditions were greater in the DP780 than in
DP500, since the martensite band was larger in the DP780 steel.

Figure 6-7 DP780 steel formed under EHF (a) safe martensite islands in the vicinity of the martensite
band and (b) nano-scale voids in the martensite band.
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6.3 Nano-scale Characterization of Hyperplasticity
In this section, the role of dislocations and deformation twinning, as the principal
mechanisms of plastic deformation in BCC metals and alloys, in hyperplasticity of dual
phase steels are discussed. Furthermore, there is a brief investigation on the bend
contours which were observed in most of the TEM images.
6.3.1 Bending Contours in TEM Images
Bend contours appear in the bright field TEM images of buckled or bent samples. The
mechanism that causes the bend contours to appear was explained by Fultz and Howe
[239] in detail. As described before, dome-shaped and conical specimens were
investigated in this research. “Consider a more general case when the sample is buckled
around two axes, and is formed into the shape of a dome or a dish. In this case, the
bright field image shows crossed sets of bend contours from the different sets of twisted
Bragg planes.” [239]. As an example, bend contours of a buckled specimen are shown in
Figure 6-8 . As can be seen in Figure 6-9, Figure 6-10, and Figure 6-11, bend contours
were found throughout the samples during TEM observations. It is important that the
bend contours are not mistaken for dislocations or dislocation cells in the TEM images.

Figure 6-8 Bright field image of a bend contour in a buckled specimen [239]
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Figure 6-9 Bend contours in DP500 formed in the (a) Nakazima test, and (b) in EHF.
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Figure 6-10 Bend contours in DP780 formed in the (a) Nakazima test, and (b) in EHF.
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Figure 6-11 Bend contours in DP980 formed in the (a) Nakazima test, and (b) in EHF.
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6.3.2 Dislocations under Nakazima test and EHF
The strain rate differs greatly between the Nakazima test and EHF. While the
deformation in the Nakazima test was quasi-static, specimens were formed under high
strain rates in EHF. As a result, there was sufficient time for dislocations in the Nakazima
specimens, to form configurations with lower energies, such as cell structures. However,
after forming of the Nakazima specimens, the dislocation density was not sufficient to
form dislocation cells with distinguishable walls throughout the ferrite grains. However,
as shown in Figure 6-12-a, since a martensite island is an obstacle for mobile
dislocations, the accumulation of dislocations near the ferrite/martensite interface
increased the dislocation density in this area. As a result, as can be seen in Figure 6-12-b
for DP780 formed in the Nakazima test, the dislocation density was substantial in the
vicinity of the interface to form some dislocation cells.

Figure 6-12 DP780 Nakazima specimen: (a) accumulation of dislocations shown by “X” at the
ferrite/martensite interface, and (b) dislocation cells in the vicinity of ferrite/martensite interface.
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As previously mentioned in Section 6.2.1, quantitative metallography of ferrite grains
showed an approximate improvement of 20% in the deformation of ferrite grains under
EHF. Although deformation twinning is a major mechanism of deformation in BCC
materials formed at high strain rate [240-242], selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns
did not show deformation twinning as a principal mechanism of improvement of
deformation in the ferrite. Therefore, the mechanism responsible for this formability
improvement under EHF should be attributed to dislocations.
As explained in Section 2.4, the motion of dislocations in BCC materials is a function
of strain rate. For a mild steel, long range obstacles, short range obstacles, and thermal
phonons were mentioned as the main barriers to the motion of dislocation under quasistatic conditions, moderate and high strain rates (below 5000 s-1), and ultrahigh strain
rates (above 5000 s-1), respectively. Since the lattice structure of the ferrite and the low
carbon martensite phases in the dual phase steels studied in this research are BCC, it is
expected that the above descriptions are true for these constituents. Hence, it is
important to know the level of strain rate in EHF. As can be seen in Figure 6-13, as was
reported by the industrial partner of the current project [236], the strain rate in EHF of a
DP590 specimen using a 34° conical die was over 5×10 3 s-1 and could even reach 20×103
s-1. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the level of strain rate in the DP500,
DP780, and DP980 specimens formed under the same EHF condition into the 34° conical
die should be in the same order of magnitude.
It is expected that long range obstacles control the motion of dislocations in the
ferrite and martensite when the sheet is deformed in the Nakazima test, and thermal
phonons and conduction electrons control the motion of dislocations in EHF. In the
following, the behaviour of dislocations which resulted in hyperplasticity in EHF is
discussed in three sections: nucleation, motion, and multiplication of dislocations.
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Figure 6-13 Evolution of strain rate across a DP590 specimen formed under EHF using the 34°
conical die. r is the Radial distance from the symmetry axis in mm [236].

Nucleation of Dislocations As mentioned in Section 2.4, at high strain rates, when
the maximum dislocation velocity is surpassed, plastic deformation is not achieved
merely by the movement and multiplication of existing dislocations. A significant
number of dislocations are nucleated which result in a rapid increase of dislocation
density and a remarkable enhancement of strength. As a mechanism of hyperplasticity,
the extensive nucleation of dislocations under EHF is further investigated in Section 6.5.

Multiplication of Dislocations Figure 6-14 shows multiplication of dislocations
which were more frequently observed in the EHF specimens. The existence of bend
contours made it difficult to distinguish these from dislocation loops. Dislocation loops
can be generated by dislocation sources such as Frank-Read sources [243] or by the
double-cross slip mechanism that was suggested by Koehler [244] and Orowan [245].
The more frequent multiplication of dislocations may be one reason for hyperplasticity
in EHF. The ability to multiply dislocations is greater in EHF compared to quasi-static
forming due to the significantly greater shear stresses that are generated by the shock
wave, which in turn are able to activate the dislocation sources.
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Figure 6-14 Dislocation multiplication inside a ferrite grain in (a) and (b) DP500, and (c) and (d)
DP780, formed in EHF process.

6.3.3 Deformation Twinning under Nakazima test and EHF
According to several researchers [240-242], under shock loading such as EHF,
deformation twinning effectively participates in the plastic deformation, particularly in
bcc materials. The activation energy for deformation twinning is greater than that for
slip at low and intermediate stress levels; however, at high stress levels prevalent during
high strain rate forming, deformation twinning is more likely to occur. Selected area
diffraction (SAD) patterns displayed deformation twinning in the ferrite grains deformed
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by EHF; however, due to the limited amount of twinning that was observed, it could not
be considered the primary mechanism of hyperplasticity in ferrite.
As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, a relative deformation improvement of approximately
100% was determined in the martensite islands when deformed by EHF. This significant
enhancement could not achieved merely by the motion of dislocations, but as it can be
seen in Figure 6-15, deformation twins were widely found in the martensite islands in
specimens deformed by EHF. The large amount of deformation twinning which was
observed in almost all the TEM images of martensite islands is perhaps the main reason
for the remarkable hyperplasticity in the martensite. Hyperplasticity in the martensite
also enhances the plastic compatibility between the ferrite and the martensite which
further contributes to the hyperplasticity of dual phase steels. This phenomenon is
quantitatively discussed in Section 6.4.
The extensive formation of deformation twins in the martensite during EHF
contributes toward the significant formability improvement that is observed in dual
phase steels. According to Sevillano [246], where deformation twinning is a dominant
micro-mechanism of deformation, “geometrically necessary twins” can assist with the
accommodation of plastic strain gradients. Deformation twinning in the martensite
might be geometrically necessary to accommodate the strain gradient at the
ferrite/martensite interface. This helps to minimize decohesion and the nucleation of
voids which in turn results in a formability improvement.
The ductility of martensite in DP980 was greater than that of DP500 and DP780 due
to the lower carbon content in the martensite in DP980. Hence, extensive formation of
twins in the softer martensite in DP980 changed the initial morphology of the
martensite in the EHF specimens. As can be seen in Figure 6-16, the deformation of the
martensite in a DP980 EHF specimen (Figure 6-16-a) is significant compared to that of
the martensite in a DP980 Nakazima specimen (Figure 6-16-b), or even compared to that
of the martensite in DP500 and DP780 EHF specimens (Figure 6-16-c and 6-d). In case of
EHF specimens, the superior level of deformation in the martensite in DP980 may be
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due to the more extensive formation of deformation twins compared to the martensite
in DP500 and DP780.

Figure 6-15 Deformation twinning in martensite deformed by EHF in (a) DP780, and (b) DP980. The
SAD is shown by the yellow box.
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Figure 6-16 Plastic deformation in specimens at approximately 0.30 strain: (a) DP980-EHF, (b)
DP980-Nakazima, (c) DP500-EHF, and (d) DP780-EHF.

6.4 Enhanced Plastic Compatibility between Ferrite and
Martensite in EHF
One mechanism of hyperplasticity in dual phase steels can be attributed to the
enhanced plastic compatibility between the constituent phases which is evidenced by a
more homogenized deformation and suppression of decohesion and failure at the
ferrite/martensite interface.
In order to investigate the plastic compatibility between ferrite and martensite, the
data obtained from quantitative metallography of DP500 and DP780 steels was used to
calculate the martensite to ferrite (major and minor) strain ratio (ɛM/ɛF) at different
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strain levels. A strain ratio equal to 1 would mean there is perfect plastic compatibility
between the phases.
Under quasi-static forming conditions, the ɛM/ɛF strain ratio was close to zero because
of the limited elongation of the martensite; however due to the significant improvement
of relative deformation of the martensite in EHF, the ɛM/ɛF ratio improved significantly in
DP500 and DP780 when subject to EHF. The result of this quantitative investigation on
the ɛM/ɛF ratio is shown in Figure 6-17. As can be seen, the plastic compatibility between
the hard martensite and soft ferrite was remarkably enhanced under EHF and the strain
gradient across the ferrite/martensite interface is reduced. Consequently, the risk of
decohesion at the ferrite/martensite interface is also reduced.
It can also be seen in Figure 6-17 that the ɛM/ɛF ratio is greater for DP780 compared
to DP500; this can be explained by the lower carbon content of the martensite and
stronger solid solution hardening of ferrite in DP780 which help to reduce the difference
in flow stress and elongation of the constituents.
Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 6-17 that the ɛM/ɛF ratio increases with strain,
i.e. from the edge to the apex of the specimens. Near the edge of a specimen, the local
stress level was not sufficient to induce significant plastic deformation in the martensite,
and therefore ɛM/ɛF remained small. However, the local stress level was greater toward
the apex of the specimen, and therefore the martensite elongation was enhanced and
the ɛM/ɛF ratio increased.
On the other hand, as was shown in Figure 6-13, during EHF of sheet specimens into
the 34˚ conical die, the strain rate also increases toward the apex of the die. At the outer
edge of the specimen, the deformation is solely carried out by the shock-wave and the
strain rate is within the range 5-20×103 s-1. However, as the sheet material approaches
the apex of the cone, the velocity at which the sheet impacts the die surface increases
significantly and “inertial ironing” occurs more effectively. Consequently, the strain rate
can exceed 20×103 s-1 near the top of the conical specimen. It appears that die impact
and greater strain rates are also responsible for enhancing the plastic compatibility
between the ferrite and martensite at higher strain levels.
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Figure 6-17 (a) Conical specimen formed by EHF, and martensite to ferrite (b) minor and (c) major
strain ratio under quasi-static (QS) and high strain rate (EHF) forming conditions. Note that the
volume fraction of martensite in DP500 and DP780 was 10% and 23%, respectively.

6.5 Correlation of Work Hardening and Hyperplasticity
Analysis of work hardening in ferrite grains formed under quasi-static and high strain
rate conditions was carried out by means of Vickers microhardness. The hardness tests
were conducted in a way that the position of indentations was adjusted inside the larger
ferrite grains to eliminate the influence of grain boundaries and martensite islands.
Figure 6-18, Figure 6-19, and Figure 6-20 present the results of the microhardness tests.
As it can be seen, the initial hardness of ferrite in DP780 and DP980 was greater than
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that in DP500 due to the greater amount of alloying elements in DP780 and DP980
which made stronger solid solutions.
For the specimens formed under quasi-static and high strain rate conditions, cubic
functions were fitted to the data. These curves can be analyzed in terms of the rate of
work hardening with respect to strain, i.e. dH

d

, where H is the hardness and  is the

effective strain. For the Nakazima specimens, there was a small continuous decrease in
the work hardening rate of the ferrite grains. However, the curves of the EHF specimens
can be divided into two parts: before and after the inflection point. In the first part, the
work hardening rate decreases whereas in the second part the work hardening rate
starts to increase.
In the ferrite grains of both the Nakazima and EHF specimens, there is a high initial
work hardening rate due to the uniform deformation of the ferrite in the vicinity of
martensite islands. The initial variation in the hardness of ferrite (up to   0.20 ) is
shown in Figure 6-21 for DP500, DP780, and DP980 which have martensite contents of
0.10, 0.23, and 0.34 vol%, respectively. As can be seen, the initial enhancement of
hardness was greater in dual phase steels with higher martensite content. The reason
can be attributed to the greater number of mobile dislocations at the ferrite/martensite
interface

which

were

produced

during

the

austenite-to-martensite

phase

transformation. The number of dislocations was greater when the volume fraction of
martensite was higher. The presence of dislocations resulted in the initial deformation
and work hardening in ferrite grains.
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Figure 6-18 Hardness of ferrite in DP500 as a function of effective strain. The arrow shows the
inflection point of the hardness curve at which the hardness rate started to increase in EHF.
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Figure 6-19 Hardness of ferrite in DP780 as a function of effective strain. The arrow shows the
inflection point of the hardness curve at which the hardness rate started to increase in EHF.
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Figure 6-20 Hardness of ferrite in DP980 as a function of effective strain. The arrow shows the
inflection point of the hardness curve at which the hardness rate started to increase in EHF.
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Figure 6-21 Increase in hardness of ferrite grains in dual phase steels up to an equivalent strain of
0.20 (mm/mm).
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After the initial work hardening, the rate of work hardening gradually decreased. At
this point, when the external loading is increased in a Nakazima test under quasi-static
forming condition, there are not sufficient mobile dislocations throughout the
microstructure to continue uniform plastic deformation. Consequently, necking begins
and micro-cracks form and propagate due to the high localized stress concentrations.
However, as mentioned in Section 6.3.2, at the strain level at which necking begins
under quasi-static forming, the strain rate in EHF reached over 5000 s-1 which results in
the nucleation of new mobile dislocations that enable further uniform plastic
deformation in the specimens. So, there is a significant increase in dislocation density,
and consequently the work hardening rate increases.
Hardness tests were also carried out using greater penetrating loads. Hence, the size
of the indentation was large enough to cover a few ferrite grains and martensite islands.
These results are shown in Figure 6-22. As can be seen, similar to the hardness of the
ferrite grains, the hardness of the steels increases up to a certain level. Then, as it is
shown by the arrows, there is an increase in hardness at an effective strain of 0.2-0.3
(mm/mm). This is the strain level at which the contact between the sheet and die
becomes so influential that “inertial ironing” starts to participate more effectively and
the strain rate exceeded 5000 s-1. As mentioned above, the increases in hardness can be
attributed to the nucleation of new dislocations which significantly increase the
dislocation density.
In the case of EHF specimens, after nucleation of dislocation began and work
hardening started to increase, uniform deformation was continued mostly by the new
dislocations. However, eventually, dislocation density reached a saturation level.
Therefore, the nucleation of new dislocations is no longer possible, and the material
reaches the limit of uniform plastic deformation. Consequently, strains localize, necking
begins, and post-uniform deformation proceeds.
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Figure 6-22 Hardness of dual phase steels formed by EHF as a function of effective strain. Arrows
show the increase in the hardness of the steels due to the nucleation of dislocations.

6.6 Adiabatic Shear Bands
More than 500 micrographs were taken from the specimens at magnifications of
×100 to ×15000. However, no adiabatic shear bands were observed in these images. It
seems that, although significant shear stresses were generated in EHF specimens, they
did not result in adiabatic shear bands in these dual phase specimens.
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Chapter 7



7 Characterization of Failure in Dual Phase Steels Subject to EHF
Dual phase steels are known as ductile materials in which failure occurs based on the
nucleation and growth of voids. In this chapter, mechanisms of failure in dual phase
steels formed under quasi-static and EHF conditions are presented. For this purpose, the
nucleation, growth, and volume fraction of voids were studied. Also, fractography was
carried out to understand different types of fractures in the three grades of dual phase
steels formed under quasi-static and high strain rate conditions. The main objective of
this work was to determine how failure was suppressed in the EHF specimens formed in
the conical die compared to the Nakazima specimens.

7.1 Nucleation and Growth of Voids
Microscopic analysis of the voids showed that under both quasi-static and high strain
rate deformation, voids nucleated in two steps. In the beginning of plastic deformation,
at lower strain levels, voids nucleate by cracking and separation of the martensite band.
However, at higher strains, voids nucleate at the ferrite/martensite interface due to
decohesion of the interface. Meanwhile, voids were found to nucleate inside the
martensite islands or bands. In the following sections, the nucleation of voids is
investigated in different grades of dual phase steels formed under quasi-static and EHF
conditions.



This chapter contains material that is the outcome of the joint research.
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7.1.1 Nucleation of Voids due to Cracking of the Martensite Band
The amount of ferrite in the vicinity of martensite bands is less than the average
fraction of ferrite in the overall microstructure. Due to the limited elongation of
martensite, the local plastic strain in the vicinity of martensite bands cannot be safely
accommodated in the microstructure. Hence, cracking of martensite bands occurred
even at low strain levels. This can be seen in Figure 7-1 which shows that voids were
created due to martensite cracking.

Figure 7-1 Nucleation of voids as a result of cracking and separation in the martensite bands in (a)
DP500, and (b) DP780 Nakazima specimens, and (c) DP500, and (d) DP780 EHF specimens.

7.1.2 Nucleation of Voids inside the Martensite Islands and Band
As can be seen in Figure 7-2, nano-size voids were found to exist inside the
martensite islands and bands. According to the higher carbon content of martensite in
DP500 and DP780, work hardening of martensite in these grades was stronger than in
DP980. Hence, the growth of voids that nucleated inside the martensite islands in DP500
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and DP780 was very limited. However, due to the somewhat softer martensite in DP980,
as it is shown in Figure 7-2-c, partial coalescence of voids was observed (red arrows). In
conclusion, the nucleation of voids inside the martensite islands and bands was not
found to be a micro-mechanism of failure in dual phase steels due to their limited
growth in this hard phase.

Figure 7-2 Voids inside martensite islands in (a) DP500 formed by EHF, (b) DP780 formed by EHF, (c)
DP980 by the Nakazima test, and (d) DP980 formed by EHF.

7.1.3 Nucleation of Voids at the Ferrite/Martensite Interface
At higher strain levels, the accumulation of dislocations at the ferrite/martensite
interface significantly increases local work hardening and induces strain gradients. As
illustrated in Section 6.4, enhanced plastic compatibility between ferrite and martensite
under EHF reduced the strain gradient in the ferrite/martensite interface to some
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extent; however, at higher strain levels decohesion eventually did occur. As can be seen
in Figure 7-3, nano-voids nucleated at the interface as an atomistic mechanism of strain
relaxation. Two types of void growth were recognized depending on the direction of the
strain gradient:
 interfacial growth occurred when aggregation of dislocations was along the
ferrite/martensite interface, and
 growth into the ferrite grain occurred when dislocation pile-ups existed inside the
ferrite grain.

Figure 7-3 TEM image of DP780 specimen formed by EHF. Dislocation accumulation at the
ferrite/martensite interface resulted in local strain gradient and decohesion at the interface. As a
result of decohesion, nucleation and growth of nano-voids occurred.
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According to the observations, growth of the voids along the ferrite/martensite
interface was the dominant type of void growth since it resulted in the formation of
micro-cracks.

Figure

7-4

shows

three

micro-cracks

that

occurred

at

the

ferrite/martensite interface.
As a conclusion, qualitative investigations on the initiation of voids in DP500, DP780,
and DP980 specimens formed in both the Nakazima test and EHF showed similar
sequences and mechanisms of void nucleation. Hence, the quantitative analysis of voids,
as the predominant micro-mechanism of failure, was required to understand the reason
for the suppression of failure in dual phase steel specimens formed by EHF.

Figure 7-4 Micro-cracks at the ferrite/martensite interface of (a) DP780 Nakazima specimens, (b)
DP780 EHF specimen, and (c) DP980 Nakazima specimens.

7.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Voids
In order to understand the effect of EHF on the micro-mechanisms of failure in dual
phase steels, void volume fraction was measured across the specimen. For this purpose,
several high resolution through-thickness micrographs of the as-polished specimens
were taken and analyzed with the image analysis software. As an example, Figure 7-5
shows the voids in the DP500 EHF specimen at different levels of strain. The voids are
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shown as black spots in the white matrix. As it can be seen, the density of the voids is
higher in the middle of the micrographs where the martensite band lies.

Figure 7-5 Voids in DP500 EHF specimen at strain: (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.4, (e) 0.5, and (f) 0.6
(mm/mm). Black spots are the voids in the white matrix.
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Quantitative analysis of the voids was carried out to determine the void volume
fraction in the Nakazima and EHF specimens. The image analysis software Clemex Vision
Pro was used to determine the void volume fraction in the specimens at different strain
levels according to:

Void VolumeFraction 

Void Area
Void Area  Matrix Area

(7-1)

The surface area of the black and white regions, as it is shown in Figure 7-5, represent
the Void Area and the Matrix Area, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 7-6. As can
be seen, at the same strain level, the void volume fraction was lower in the EHF
specimens compared to the Nakazima specimens. The reason attributed to the
significant compressive and shear stresses due to the impact of the sheet against the die
that acts against void growth. Therefore, under EHF, the coalescence of voids to form
micro-cracks was postponed to higher strain levels which resulted in a formability
improvement.
The mean area of the voids in the specimens at different strain levels was determined
by the image analysis software according to:

Void Mean Area 

Void Area
Number of Voids

(7-2)

On account of the resolution of the micrographs, the smallest void that was taken
into account had a surface area of 0.067 µm2. The Void Mean Area was a function of
both void nucleation and void growth. While the growth of voids increased the mean
area of the voids (due to the increase of the Void Area), the nucleation of the new small
voids decreased it (due to the increase of the Number of Voids). The Void Mean Area at
different strain levels are shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-6 Void volume fraction as a function of strain in (a) DP500, (b) DP780, and (c) DP980,
formed in a Nakazima test (QS) and by EHF.
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Figure 7-7 Void area as a function of strain in (a) DP500, (b) DP780, and (c) DP980, formed in a
Nakazima test (QS) and by EHF.
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According to the curves presented in Figure 7-7 and the mechanisms of void
nucleation and growth described in Section 7.1, three stages can be recognized in the
curves:
Stage I

At effective strains < 0.20 (mm/mm)
Void nucleation and growth mostly inside the martensite and due
to the martensite cracking

Stage II

Void nucleation and growth in martensite
Beginning

of

nucleation

and

growth

of

voids

at

the

ferrite/martensite interface
Stage III

Nucleation and rapid growth of voids in the martensite and at the
ferrite/martensite interface at high levels of stress

In Stage I, the rate of void growth is greater than the rate of void nucleation. Hence, a
rapid increase in the Void Mean Area was observed. However, in stage II, the rate of
void nucleation increased significantly. There were several new voids nucleated at the
ferrite/martensite interface that consequently reduced the increasing rate of Void Mean
Area. In Stage III, where the flow stress was increased, the rate of Void Mean Area
started to increase again. The reason may be attributed to the rapid growth of the
existing voids at that high stress level, and also due to the beginning of the coalescence
of the voids to form micro-cracks.
As can be seen in Figure 7-7, stage II in the EHF specimens extended to higher strain
levels compared to the Nakazima specimens. The reason was that in stage II, as the
strain increased beyond 0.20, the influence of die impact becomes increasingly more
significant. Hence, the compressive and shear stresses generated by the impact against
the die inhibited the void growth. On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 6.4,
enhanced plastic compatibility between the ferrite and martensite reduced the risk of
decohesion at the interface, and consequently the rate of void growth. The delay in void
growth can also be considered as another reason for the suppression of failure in the
EHF specimens.
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Comparing the rate of increase of the Void Mean Area in Stage III, between the
Nakazima and EHF specimens; although Stage III in the EHF specimens occurred at
higher strain levels, the rate of Void Mean Area was smaller in the EHF specimens. This
may also be a result of compressive stresses due to the impact of the sheet against the
die. Reduction of the rate of increase of the Void Mean Area in the third stage has a
significant effect on the hyperplasticity of the EHF specimens, since it significantly
suppresses the coalescence of voids and the formation of micro-cracks.

7.3 Fractography of Dual Phase Steels subject to EHF
High resolution FESEM images were taken to study the fracture surfaces of the
Nakazima and EHF specimens. As expected for dual phase steels, ductile fracture was
the dominant type of fracture in all of the specimens; however, quasi-cleavage and
shear fracture were also observed in the EHF specimens.

Ductile Fracture As shown in Figure 7-8, Figure 7-9, and Figure 7-10, fracture
surfaces of the specimens formed under quasi-static as well as high strain rate forming
conditions showed ductile fracture with two characteristic features:
 Dimples which covered the background of the images were formed due to the
nucleation of voids near the ferrite/martensite interface, and
 Parallel striations existed due to cracking and consequently detachment of the
martensite bands from the ferrite matrix.

Quasi-Cleavage Fracture In addition to the ductile fracture, quasi-cleavage fracture
was also observed in DP780 and DP980 specimens. Figure 7-11 presents two examples
of quasi-cleavage fracture in DP780 specimens formed in the Nakazima test and by EHF.
Quasi-cleavage fracture has been defined as follows: “Quasi-cleavage is related but
distinct to cleavage fracture. It often exhibits dimples and tear ridges around the
periphery of the facets.” [70] The number of cleavage surfaces was greater in DP980
with higher martensite content. Also, it was observed more often in the specimens
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formed under EHF where more significant shear stresses existed to create cleavage
surfaces.

Figure 7-8 Ductile fracture in (a) DP500, and (b) DP780 formed in the Nakazima test.
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Figure 7-9 Ductile fracture in DP980 formed in the Nakazima test (a) general view, and (b), (c), and (d) detached martensite islands.
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Figure 7-10 Ductile fracture in (a) DP500, (b) DP780, and (c) DP980 formed by EHF.
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Figure 7-11 Quasi-cleavage fracture in DP780 formed in the (a) Nakazima test, and (b) by EHF.
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Shear Fracture Shear fracture was only observed in the EHF specimens. Elongated
horseshoe-shaped dimples, which are shown by the arrows in Figure 7-12, are the
evidences of shear fracture. A shear fracture occurs as the result of extensive slip on the
activate slip plane due to shearing stresses. Hence, the reason for shear fracture in EHF
should be mainly attributed to the die effect and specifically “inertial ironing”
phenomenon which results in very large shear forces. As can be seen in Figure 7-12,
elongation of the dimples was more significant in DP500 compared to DP780 and DP980.
The reason is the greater volume fraction of martensite in DP780 and DP980 which resist
to the shear forces.

Figure 7-12 Shear fracture in (a) DP500, (b) DP500 with greater magnification, (c) DP780, and (d)
DP980 formed by EHF
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusions
In this research, three grades of dual phase steel were formed under quasi-static and
high strain rate conditions using the Nakazima test and EHF, respectively. Hyperplasticity
was observed in the specimens formed under EHF when a 34° conical die was used. The
goal of this research was to identify multi-scale mechanisms of hyperplasticity and
failure in dual phase steels formed under EHF. The following are the most important
results of the research which are categorized according to the scale of observation.

8.1 Macro-scale Conclusions
Formability Improvement Three commercial DP500, DP780, and DP980 dual phase
steels were deformed by EHF both without using a die and with a 34° conical die.
Comparison of the major vs. minor strains in the specimens with the quasi-static forming
limit curves showed a formability improvement for the EHF specimens formed into the
conical die; however, there was no formability improvement in the specimens that were
formed without using a die. The formability improvement was significant for DP780 and
DP980 whereas it was not that significant for DP500 since it already had good
formability under quasi-static forming conditions.

Defects Necking and cracking were the common defects in the Nakazima and EHF
specimens. However, in the case of the specimens formed by EHF using the 34° conical
die, a slight increase in the input energy caused rebounding instead of splitting.
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8.2 Micro-scale Conclusions
Relative Deformation Improvement Quantitative metallography was carried out
on thousands of ferrite grains and martensite islands in the deformed DP500 and DP780
specimens. Results showed that the safe deformation of the constituents reached
significantly greater strains under EHF. Moreover, the level of deformation improvement
was greater for the harder martensite phase. The martensite in DP500 and DP780
showed a relative deformation improvement of approximately 100% whereas the
improvement in ferrite was only about 20%. This in turn resulted in greater macro-scale
formability improvement in DP780 with greater martensite content.

Failure The nucleation and growth of voids in the martensite at lower strain levels
and at the ferrite/martensite grain boundary at higher strain levels were found to be the
micro-mechanisms of failure in dual phase steels formed in both the Nakazima test and
by EHF. However, in terms of micro-mechanisms, failure of the EHF specimens formed
into the 34° conical die was suppressed due to enhancement of the ferrite and
martensite plastic compatibility which reduced the rate of nucleation and growth of
voids at the ferrite/martensite interface. Furthermore, in the case of EHF specimens, the
rate of void growth was decreased due to the high velocity impact of the sheet against
the die which generated large through-thickness compressive and shear stresses. The
effect of these compressive and shear stresses on the reduction of the rate of void
growth was significant, specifically in the second stage of the growth. As a result, the
formation and propagation of micro-cracks was suppressed, which eventually resulted in
formability improvement.

Fracture Fractography of the three dual phase steels showed that ductile fracture
was the dominant type of fracture. In all specimens, dimples and parallel striations were
observed in the fracture micrographs which were formed due to the interfacial
nucleation of voids and cracking and detachment of the martensite bands, respectively.
Quasi-cleavage fracture was also observed in the DP780 and DP980 Nakazima and EHF
specimens. The amount of quasi-cleavage facture was greater in the EHF specimens due
to the more significant shear stresses which caused cleavage surfaces. Finally, elongated
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horseshoe like dimples were found in the fracture surfaces of the specimens formed by
EHF as the evidences of shear fracture. The elongation of the dimples was reduced by
increasing the martensite content, i.e. DP500>DP780>DP980, because of resistance of
martensite to shear forces.

8.3 Nano-scale Conclusions
Dislocations’ Configuration TEM observations showed accumulation of dislocations
in the vicinity of the ferrite/martensite interface in all the dual phase steel grades
formed both in the Nakazima test and by EHF. Hence, dislocation cells were formed in
the vicinity of the ferrite/martensite interface in the Nakazima. However, since the
duration of the EHF process was in the order of 102 µs, there was not sufficient time for
dislocations to form distinguishable configurations in the EHF specimens.

Dislocations and Hyperplasticity Due to the greater level of shear stresses in EHF,
the motion and multiplication of dislocations were more feasible which lead to further
plastic deformation. However, as the previous theories and the result of hardness test
indicated, since the strain rate during EHF exceeded 5000 s-1 and increased to the order
of 2×104 s-1, extensive nucleation of new dislocations occurred which should be
mentioned as the main participation of dislocations in the hyperplasticity of dual phase
steels in EHF.

Deformation Twinning Although deformation twinning was expected to be a major
mechanism of deformation in BCC materials under high strain rate forming, the SAD
analysis during TEM observations did not identify the widespread formation of
deformation twins in ferrite grains; however, deformation twinning was found to be
very prevalent in the harder martensite islands. Deformation twinning was found almost
in all the martensite islands formed under EHF. This perhaps the reason for the
approximately 100% relative deformation improvement of martensite in EHF.

Nucleation and Growth of Nano-voids Accumulation of dislocations at the
ferrite/martensite interface significantly increases local work hardening and induces
strain gradients. Hence, as an atomistic mechanism of strain relaxation, nano-voids
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nucleate at the interface. Two types of void growth were recognized depending on the
direction of the strain gradient: along the interface and toward the inside of the ferrite
grains. The former type of growth was found to create interfacial micro-voids.
Subsequent growth of the micro-voids formed micro-cracks at the ferrite/martensite
interface which eventually resulted in failure.

8.4 Recommendations for Future Research
As mentioned before, the majority of previous investigations on high strain rate
forming of dual phase steels were carried out under uniaxial loading conditions such as
high speed uniaxial tensile tests and high strain rate forming by means of Split
Hopkinson Bar tests. However, in EHF using a die, the state of stress is three-dimensional
compared to uniaxial loading condition which affects the mechanisms of deformation
and failure. For instance, as mentioned in Chapter 7, coexistence of tension and
compression in EHF influenced the rate of the growth of voids. Hence, further
investigations are required to achieve a better understanding of the behaviour of dual
phase steels under the complex states of stress in EHF.
In this research, dual phase steel sheets were formed in EHF process using a conical
die. The strain path in the formed specimens was very close to equibiaxial tension. As a
recommendation for future research; it is essential to design different dies or specimens
to investigate the formability improvement and micro-mechanical behaviour of dual
phase steels along other strain paths, i.e. in different areas of the forming limit diagram.
The second recommendation is to form dual phase steel sheets under EHF from small
input energies and gradually increase the energy to find the onset of hyperplasticity in
the specimens. It would also be helpful to do these tests under different strain paths.
As a last recommendation, to have a better microscopic understanding of the effect
of sheet to die impact as well as the inertial ironing, it is suggested to do EHF tests on
dual phase steel sheets with different thicknesses. It may help to understand whether
adiabatic shear bands will form in thicker sheets or not.
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